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Abstract

I develop a tractable dynamic sticky-price model, where input-output linkages are formed
endogenously. The model delivers cyclical properties of networks that are consistent with
those I estimate using sectoral and firm-level data, conditional on identified real and nom-
inal shocks. A novel source of state dependence in nominal rigidities arises: the strength
of complementarities in price setting and monetary non-neutrality increase in the number of
suppliers optimally chosen by firms. As a result, the model simultaneously rationalizes the
following observed non-linearities in monetary transmission. First, there is cycle dependence:
the magnitude of real GDP’s response to a monetary shock is procyclical. Second, there is
path dependence: non-neutrality of real GDP is higher following previous periods of loose
monetary policy. Third, there is size dependence: larger monetary contractions shrink the net-
work and generate a less than proportional decrease in GDP relative to smaller contractions.
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1 Introduction

Intermediate inputs, and production networks that facilitate their trade, are a cornerstone of
modern economies’ production structures. According to the Bureau of Economics Anal-
ysis, in the United States more than 50 per cent of all produced goods are processed as
intermediate inputs. Despite intermediates being a key part of production, their relative im-
portance falls in recessions: Figure 1 shows that the aggregate cost share of intermediates
drops sharply in periods of economic slack. Moreover, one can observe that the reliance on
intermediates falls both in recessions that originated in the real sector, as well as in those
caused by monetary contractions, such as the Volcker Disinflation. Such network cyclical-
ity is missed by models that take input-output linkages as given. I fill this gap by develop-
ing a dynamic general equilibrium model with sticky prices and endogenous formation of
input-output linkages. The model delivers cyclical properties of production networks that
are consistent with those I estimate using sectoral and firm-level data, conditional on both
real and nominal shocks.

Accounting for the observed network cyclicality allows the model to rationalize multi-
ple observed non-linearities in the transmission of monetary shocks to real variables. This
is because the model links the density of the network, given by the number of suppliers
each firms optimally chooses to have, with the degree of complementarities in price set-
ting created by the roundabout production structure. Specifically, in states of the world
where firms endogenously connect to more suppliers, their unit cost becomes dependent
on a larger number of prices set by other firms, which strengthens pricing complementar-
ities and amplifies monetary non-neutrality. Naturally, in states with few linkages across
firms the opposite occurs: pricing complementarities weaken and monetary non-neutrality
diminishes. This novel mechanism makes the strength of monetary transmission depend
on the phase of the business cycle, past monetary stance and the size of the shock even if
the probability of price adjustment is state-independent. Below I explain each of the three
non-linearities step-by-step.

First, the magnitude of real GDP response to monetary shocks is cycle-dependent, since
the degree of short-run monetary non-neutrality is stronger in expansionary states. The
mechanism that generates this effect is as follows: in expansions, the level of productivity
is high, which incentivizes firms to connect to more suppliers by lowering their unit costs
directly through higher productivity and indirectly through lower prices charged by suppli-
ers. The latter creates stronger non-neutrality of money due to amplified complementari-
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Figure 1: The relative importance of intermediate inputs (United States)

Notes: the figure documents the ratio of total expenditure on intermediate inputs and total production costs in the United States (1963-
2013), based on data published by the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)

ties in price setting. On the other hand, in recessions firms optimally decide to disconnect
from some suppliers, making the economy more money-neutral, as complementarities in
price setting weaken. These theoretical findings are consistent with the recent model-free
econometric studies that find a weaker response of GDP to monetary shocks in recessions
(Tenreyro and Thwaites, 2016; Alpanda et al., 2021; Jordà et al., 2020).

Second, there is path dependence in the strength of transmission, since following a
monetary loosening any further monetary intervention has a stronger effect on GDP. Due
to rigidities in price setting, a monetary loosening makes prices charged by supplier firms
cheaper relative to the cost of in-house labor, which incentivizes firms to connect to more
suppliers, hence expanding the network and strengthening complementarities in price set-
ting. As a result, any subsequent monetary intervention has a stronger effect on GDP. Of
course, the converse also holds: any monetary shocks have a weaker effect on real GDP
whenever they are preceded by episodes of tight monetary policy. Such theoretical findings
are consistent with the econometric evidence of stronger monetary transmission to GDP
under an already loose monetary stance (Alpanda et al., 2021) and additional evidence that
finds GDP to be more sensitive to monetary interventions whenever credit is loose (Jordà
et al., 2020).

Third, the model produces size dependence, as the response of GDP does not change
linearly with the size of monetary shock, even if the probability of price adjustment is state-
independent. Larger monetary expansions have a disproportionally larger positive effect
on real GDP compared to smaller monetary expansions, as the former make the network
denser. As a result, achieving a given degree of real GDP expansion requires a (weakly)
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smaller monetary easing. On the other hand, larger monetary contractions have a dispropor-
tionally smaller negative effect on real GDP compared to smaller monetary contractions,
as the former shrink the network. A consequence of the above is that achieving a given
degree of real GDP contraction requires a (weakly) larger monetary tightening. Economet-
ric findings in Alvarez et al. (2017) and Ascari and Haber (2022), find that large nominal
shocks have a disproportionally smaller effect on real variables, compared to small nominal
shocks, which is consistent with my predictions for monetary contractions.

Fourth, I provide novel reduced-form econometric evidence on network cyclicality,
conditional on identified productivity and monetary shocks, which corroborates the the-
oretical mechanism in my model. As a first exercise, I use sectoral data from US Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA) to construct annual time series of intermediates intensities
for 65 sectors of the US economy. Consistent with the theoretical prediction, I find that
intermediates intensity rises following a positive productivity shock, and following a mon-
etary easing. Moreover, I find evidence that the effect is asymmetric: expansionary shocks,
both to productivity and monetary policy, lead to disproportionally larger magnitudes of
network responses. I compare estimated responses with those generated by a calibrated
version of my model, and find them to be similar, both in magnitudes and in the asymmetry
of responses. One limitation of using sectoral data is that it does not allow to disentan-
gle intensive and extensive margins of network adjustment, whereas my theoretical model
emphasises the extensive margin. I therefore provide additional evidence using data on
firm-level linkages in Compustat, as constructed by Atalay et al. (2011), which allows to
specifically test the extensive margin of network adjustment. My findings using firm-level
data align with the evidence obtained using sectoral data, both in terms of directions of
responses to productivity and monetary shocks, and in terms of the asymmetries detected.

Contribution to the literature. This paper makes a contribution to three strands of
the literature. First, it adds to the emerging literature on endogenous production networks
in macroeconomics. Seminal studies analytically characterise network formation in envi-
ronments that are either entirely frictionless or feature frictions with flexible prices (Car-
valho and Voigtländer, 2015; Oberfield, 2018; Taschereau-Dumouchel, 2019; Acemoglu
and Azar, 2020). Subsequent studies further advance our understanding of the role of
endogenous networks by adding uncertainty (Kopytov et al., 2021), or through detailed
quantitative analysis that brings models with endogenous networks to the data (Lim, 2018;
Huneeus, 2018). My work contributes to this literature by developing the first dynamic
general equilibrium model featuring endogenous network formation under nominal rigidi-
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ties. I also provide novel reduced-form econometric evidence on network cyclicality in the
US, both unconditionally and conditional on identified productivity and monetary shocks,
which the model successfully replicates.

Second, the paper contributes to the literature on shocks, frictions and macroeconomic
policies in multi-sector models with input-output linkages. An important strand of this
literature studies the dynamics of monetary transmission under exogenous production net-
works, both analytically (Ghassibe, 2021; Afrouzi and Bhattarai, 2023), quantitatively us-
ing detailed calibration (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2010; Pasten et al., 2020), as well as in
fully estimated models (Carvalho et al., 2021). As for optimal monetary policy under fixed
exogenous networks, it is studied in important recent papers by La’O and Tahbaz-Salehi
(2022) and Rubbo (2023). A separate branch of this literature studies, both positively
and normatively, fiscal policy in multi-sector models with exogenous networks (Liu, 2019;
Bouakez et al., 2023). Another influential stand of this literature studies aggregation prop-
erties of any microeconomic frictions and wedges under exogenous networks (Jones, 2011;
Baqaee and Farhi, 2020; Bigio and La’O, 2020). I contribute to this literature by providing
novel sector-level analytical characterization of monetary transmission under endogenous

network formation in the static version of my model. I also develop a novel numerical
algorithm that allows to solve for the entire path of sectoral prices, quantities and network
linkages in response to any MIT shock, nominal or real. My numerical algorithm allows
me to quantify the dynamics of transmission of both productivity and monetary changes in
a version of my model calibrated to 389 sectors of the US economy.

Third, my work contributes to the literature on non-linearities and state dependence
in the transmission of shocks. The theoretical literature on state dependence in monetary
transmission includes Santoro et al. (2014), who study asymmetric transmission of mone-
tary policy under loss aversion; McKay and Wieland (2021) who rationalize path depen-
dence in a framework with lumpy durable consumption demand; Alpanda et al. (2021) who
explain non-linearities in a model with constraints on household borrowing and refinancing;
Eichenbaum et al. (2022) who show how the effect on monetary policy depends on the dis-
tribution of savings from refinancing mortages; Berger et al. (2021) who investigates path-
dependence under pre-payable mortgages; Bernstein (2021) who shows that presence of
occasionally binding borrowing constraints and household heterogeneity makes responses
to monetary transmission stronger in expansions and contractionary shocks more powerful
than expansionary ones. There is also an important empirical strand which estimates how
the strength of monetary transmission depends on the phase of the business cycle, prior
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monetary conditions and the size of the shock (Tenreyro and Thwaites, 2016; Jordà et al.,
2020; Ascari and Haber, 2022). A separate branch of this literature studies, both theoret-
ically and empirically, the degree of state dependence in the transmission of fiscal shocks
(Auerbach and Gorodnichenko, 2012; Ramey and Zubairy, 2018; Demyanyk et al., 2019;
Ghassibe and Zanetti, 2022; Jo and Zubairy, 2022). My paper contributes by developing
a tractable framework that can simultaneously rationalize multiple non-linearities in mon-
etary transmission through a single novel theoretical channel, which is supported by both
aggregate and disaggregated data.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 sets out the general
theoretical framework. Section 3 develops an analytically tractable version of the model
and presents the key theoretical results. Section 4 develops the numerical algorithm for
solving a dynamic forward looking version of the model and quantifies the key effects.
Section 5 provides novel econometric evidence that corroborates the key mechanisms of
the model. Section 6 concludes.

2 Theoretical framework

I build a dynamic general equilibrium model, which unifies two environments that have
so far been treated as separate in the literature. On the one hand, the model features
a multi-sector input-output production structure, with firms’ pricing decisions subject to
sector-specific nominal rigidities. On the other hand, input-output linkages are formed en-

dogenously by firms that optimize their production costs. As a result, the equilibrium pro-
duction network responds to real and nominal disturbances, both realized and anticipated.
Such cyclicality in the production network makes the strength of pricing complementari-
ties, and hence the degree of monetary non-neutrality, depend on the underlying state of
the world.

2.1 Model overview

Time is discrete, with outcomes in t “ 0 exogenously given, and outcomes in t ě 1 deter-
mined by agents’ decisions. There are three types of agents in my model. First, a continuum
of infinitely lived households. Second, a continuum of monopolistically competitive firms,
owned by the households, where each firm belongs to one, and only one, of the K sectors;
let the set of all firms in sector k be Φk, @k “ 1, 2, ..., K. Third, a government, comprising
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of a central bank which sets the level of money supply in the economy, and a fiscal authority
which collects taxes from firms and rebates them to households as a lump-sum transfer.

A crucial feature of my economy is the presence of a production network across sec-
tors, where the input-output linkages are formed endogenously through each firm’s choice
of set of suppliers, denoted by Sk Ď t1, 2, ..., Ku, @k, @j P Φk. For every choice of supplier
sectors, there is a given level of productivity pinned down by a predetermined time- and
sector-specific mapping tAktpSktqu

8

t“1, and At ” rA1tp.q,A2tp.q, ...,AKtp.qs1, @t. Impor-
tantly, the entire path tAtu

8

t“1 is known to the agents at t “ 0, and it is expected to remain
unchanged forever. For any two mappings A and A, the convention is that A ě A if and
only if AkpSkq ě AkpSkq, @Sk, @k.

As for the nominal side of the economy, at t “ 0 the agents know the initial level of
money supply M0, and expect it to remain unchanged forever. At the beginning of the
first period t “ 1, they discover the future path of money supply tMtu

8
t“1, and there is no

uncertainty from there onwards.

2.2 Firms: production and endogenous choice of suppliers

On the production side, there are K sectors, indexed by k “ 1, 2, ..., K with a measure
one of firms in each sector; let Φk denote the set of all firms in sector k. The production
function of firm j P Φk is given by:

Yktpjq “ Fk

”

Sktpjq,AktpSktpjqq, Nktpjq, tZkrtpjqurPSktpjq

ı

(1)

where Sktpjq Ď t1, 2, ..., Ku is the set of sectors, whose firms supply inputs to firm j in sec-
tor k at time t, Aktp.q is a mapping from the chosen set of suppliers to the associated level
of productivity at time t, Nktpjq is the labor input of firm j in sector k at time t, whereas
Zkrtpjq denotes purchases of intermediate inputs from sector r, which is in turn is an ag-

gregator of purchases from all firms in that sector: Zkrtpjq ”

´

ş

j1PΦr
Zkrtpj, j

1q
θ´1
θ dj1

¯
θ

θ´1
,

θ ą 1. I impose the following regularity conditions on the production function:

Assumption 1 (Production function). For every sector k “ 1, 2, ..., K, the production func-
tion satisfies the following conditions: (a) Fk is strictly quasi-concave, is constant returns
to scale in pNktpjq, tZkrtpjqurPSkt

q, is increasing and continuous in AktpSktq, Nktpjq and
tZkrtpjqurPSkt

, and is strictly increasing in AktpSktq when Nktpjq ą 0 and tZkrtpjqurPSkt
ą

0; (b) labor is an essential factor of production: Fkp¨, ¨, 0, ¨q “ 0; (c) AktpHq ą 0.

Conditional on a particular set of suppliers Sktpjq, each firm’s total cost of production
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at time t is given by
”

WtNktpjq `
ř

rPSktpjq
PrtZkrtpjq

ı

, where Wt is the nominal wage
and Prt is price index of sector r. Taking as given Sktpjq,Wt and tPrturPSktpjq, each firm
chooses labor and intermediate input quantities to minimize the total cost, subject to the
production function in (1). The latter delivers the following unit cost function:

Qktpjq “ Qk

“

Sktpjq,AktpSktpjqq,Wt, tPrturPSktpjq

‰

. (2)

Three properties of the unit cost function should be noted. First, for a given choice of
suppliers, the unit cost function is common to all firms within a given sector. Second, given
the properties of the production function, Qk is decreasing and continuous in AktpSktpjqq

and is increasing and homogenous of degree one in pWt, tPrturPSktpjqq. Third, as the set of
supplier sectors Sktpjq expands, the unit cost function becomes a function of a larger set of
sectoral prices. The latter property is crucial for delivering the state-dependent degree of
complementarities in price setting.

Finally, the set of suppliers is chosen optimally to minimize the unit cost of production
in every period:

Sktpjq P arg min
Sktpjq

Qk

“

Sktpjq,AktpSktpjqq,Wt, tPrturPSktpjq

‰

. (3)

The above minimization problem highlights the trade-off faced by firms when choosing the
optimal set of suppliers: firms would like to purchase inputs from sectors whose combina-
tion delivers a high level of productivity, while at the same time avoiding those that charge
high prices for their output. Notice that the optimal choice of suppliers is based on aggre-
gate and sectoral variables only. Since all firms within a given sector are ex ante identical,
they will be making the same choice of suppliers in equilibrium. To simplify notation, from
now on I use Skt to denote the common choice of suppliers for all firms in a sector k in
time period t. As a result, the unit cost is also common for all firms within a given sector,
which from now on I denote by Qkt.

2.3 Firms: pricing under nominal rigidities

Price stickiness is modeled as a modified finite-horizon version of Calvo (1983). In par-
ticular, there exists a finite, deterministic time period T ą 1, such that in periods 1 ď

t ď pT ´ 1q firms face a constant and sector-specific probability of price non-adjustment
αk P p0, 1q, whereas in periods t ě T firms face no nominal rigidities.1 The cut-off period

1In subsection 3.5 I consider an extension of my model which also allows for nominal wage rigidity.
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T ą 1 is known by all agents in the economy from t “ 0 and they expect it to stay fixed
forever; naturally, as T Ñ 8 the price setting problem collapses back to the standard Calvo
(1983) pricing.2

More precisely, in any period 1 ď t ď pT ´1q a firm in sector k has probability p1´αkq

of setting its price equal to its optimal value. The optimal reset price at time 1 ď t ď pT´1q

is chosen to maximize expected future discounted nominal profits:

max
P̂ktpjq

T´t´1
ÿ

s“0

αs
kFt,t`s

”

P̂ktpjqỸk,t`spjq ´ p1 ` τkqQk,t`sỸk,t`spjq

ı

, (4)

where Ỹk,t`spjq “

”

P̂ktpjq

Pt`s

ı´θ

Yk,t`s, Ft,t`s is the stochastic discount factor between periods
t and t`s and is defined in the next subsection; τk is a tax imposed by the government, rev-
enue from which is rebated to households as a lump-sum transfer. The first order condition
for the optimal reset price for any firm in sector k, P̂kt is given by:

P̂ktpjq “ P̂kt “ p1 ` µkq

řT´t´1
s“0 αs

kFt,t`sP
θ
k,t`sYk,t`sQk,t`s

řT´t´1
s“0 αs

kFt,t`sP θ
k,t`sYk,t`s

, 1 ď t ď T ´ 1, @k (5)

where p1`µkq ” p1` τkq θ
θ´1

is the steady-state desired markup. On the other hand, in any
period t ě T there are no nominal rigidities, firms’ maximize contemporaneous profits,
and optimally set Pkt “ p1 ` µkqQkt, t ě T . Given that the optimal price is identical for
all firms within a sector, sectoral price index can be obtained by aggregation using the ideal

sectoral price index Pkt ”

´

ş

jPΦk
Pktpjq1´θdj

¯
1

1´θ
, @k:

Pkt “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

”

αkP
1´θ
k,t´1 ` p1 ´ αkqpP̂ktq

1´θ
ı

1
1´θ

, 1 ď t ď pT ´ 1q;

p1 ` µkqQkt, t ě T.

(6)

2I use such modified version of Calvo (1983) pricing for two reasons. First, the special case where T “ 2
is analytically tractable at the sector-level, as I show in Section 3. Second, given that money is neutral for all
t ě T , such formulation of pricing allows to develop a novel numerical algorithm for obtaining a sector-level
solution for the forward-looking problem with endogenous network formation, implemented in Section 4.
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2.4 Households

A continuum of infinitely lived households populates the economy and owns all the firms.
The representative household makes choices to maximize the lifetime utility

max
tCt`s,Nt`s,Bt`s`1u8

s“0

8
ÿ

s“0

βs
rlogCt`s ´ Nt`ss (7)

subject to the budget constraint P c
t Ct `rFt,t`1Bt`1s ď Bt `WtNt `

řK
k“1

ş

jPΦk
Πktpjqdj`

Tt, where Ct is aggregate consumption, P c
t is consumption price index (defined below), Nt

is labor supply, Bt`1 is the payoff of assets purchased at time t, Ft,t`1 is the stochastic
discount factor between periods t and t ` 1, Πktpjq denotes nominal profits of firm j in
sector k, β is the discount factor for future utility and Tt are lump-sum transfers from the
government.

The composite consumption index Ct is an aggregator for the final consumption of
goods produced in the different sectors of my economy: Ct ” upC1t, C2t, ..., CKtq, where
Ckt is in turn an aggregator for the final consumption of goods produced by firms in that

sector: Ckt ”

´

ş

jPΦr
Cktpjq

θ´1
θ dj

¯
θ

θ´1
, @k. I impose the following regularity conditions on

the aggregator u:

Assumption 2 (Consumption aggregation). The consumption aggregator u is continu-
ous, differentiable, increasing, strictly quasi-concave and homogeneous of degree one in
pC1t, C2t, ..., CKtq, and all sectoral consumption goods are normal.

Households choose their sectoral consumption levels by minimizing the total cost of
purchases

řK
k“1 PktCkt subject to the consumption aggregator u. The latter also delivers

the consumption price index P c
t “ P c

t pP1t, P2t, ..., PKtq, as the minimal cost of assembling
such a basket.

2.5 Monetary policy

Purchases of final goods are subject to a cash-in-advance constraint, so that P c
t Ct “

Mt, @t ě 1. Agents know the initial level of money supply M0, and at t “ 0 antici-
pate it to stay at that level forever. In period t “ 1 they discover the future path of money
supply tMtu

8
t“1 and therefore any Mt ‰ M0 constitutes a monetary shock at time t to the

agents.
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2.6 Market clearing and equilibrium

In addition to the optimality conditions, budget constraints and the policy rule above,
equilibrium in my economy is characterized by market-clearing conditions in the asset
market: Bt “ 0; the labor market: Nt “

řK
k“1

ş

jPΦk
Nktpjqdj; and the goods markets:

Yktpjq “ Cktpjq `
řK

r“1

ş

j1PΦr
Zrktpj

1, jqdj1, @k,@j P Φk. The equilibrium in my econ-
omy can be summarized as follows:

Definition 1 (Equilibrium). The equilibrium is a collection of prices tPktpjq|j P Φku
K
k“1,

wage Wt, allocations
!

Yktpjq, Nktpjq, Cktpjq, tZkrtpj, j
1q|j1 P Φru

K
r“1 |j P Φk

)K

k“1
and sup-

plier choices tSktpjq|j P Φku
K
k“1, which given the exogenous path of productivity mapping

tAtu
8

t“1, the exogenous series of money supply tMtu
8
t“0 and the exogenous initial prices

tPk0u
K
k“1, satisfy agent optimization and market clearing in every time period t ě 1.

3 An analytically tractable version

In this section, I consider an analytically tractable version of the model obtained when
nominal rigidities are only present in the first period. Such simplification allows to for-
mally characterize propagation of monetary shocks to real variables, under different states
of productivity and initial levels of money supply. Formal propositions establish that small
monetary shocks, which do not affect the shape of the network, have an impact on GDP
that is larger whenever productivity mapping improves or initial money supply rises. Fur-
ther, large monetary expansions have a more than proportional positive effect on GDP than
small monetary expansions; on the other hand, large monetary contractions have less than
proportional negative effect on GDP than small monetary contractions.

3.1 Equilibrium in the simplified version

In this section, I focus on the version of my model with T “ 2, so that nominal rigidities
are only present at t “ 1. I show that such simplification allows to both formally establish
equilibrium existence and uniqueness properties, as well as to analytically characterize the
transmission of monetary shocks under different baseline productivity mappings and levels
of money supply. The assumption is formally documented below:

Assumption 3 (Horizon of stickiness). The firms cannot fully flexibly adjust prices until
the horizon T “ 2, so that nominal rigidities are only present at t “ 1, and prices are fully
flexible for all t ě 2.
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One implication of the above assumption is that, conditional on a particular choice of
suppliers, the optimal reset price at t “ 1 is given by P̂k1 “ p1 ` µkqQk1, @k. The latter
delivers a tractable expression for the equilibrium sectoral price index in the first period,
namely

Pk1 “

«

αkP
1´θ
k0 ` p1 ´ αkq

"

p1 ` µkqmin
Sk1

Qk1 rSk1,Ak1pSk1q,W1, tPr1urPSk1
s

*1´θ
ff

1
1´θ

(8)
for k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

At the same time, prices are flexible after the first period, so that the equilibrium sectoral
price in t ě 2 is pinned down by Pkt “ p1`µkqminSkt

Qkt rSkt,AktpSktq,Wt, tPrturPSkt
s.

Moreover, notice that the intratemporal consumption-labor supply condition and the cash-
in-advance constraint jointly imply that Wt “ Mt, so that the nominal wage equals money
supply in every period. This exogeneity of the nominal wage, combined with the fact that
the only endogenous component in the pricing equations above is the unit cost function,
jointly imply that prices in this simplified setting are pinned down exclusively by the exoge-
nous supply-side factors – the productivity mapping At and desired markups t1 ` µku

K
k“1

– in addition to the the exogenous level of money supply Mt. It is the latter property
which allows to represent equilibrium sectoral prices as a lattice, which in turn delivers
equilibrium existence and uniqueness properties summarized below.

Proposition 1 (Equilibrium). Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Then, the equilibrium in-
troduced in Definition 1 entails the following properties: (a) it exists; (b) the equilibrium
sectoral prices and final sectoral consumptions are unique; (c) the equilibrium supplier
choices and remaining sectoral allocations are generically unique.

Since Assumption 3 implies that money is neutral for t ě 2 and given that my interest
is in the transmission of monetary shocks to real variables, in the rest of this section I am
going to focus exclusively on outcomes at t “ 1. For notational simplicity, I drop time
subscripts for variables at t “ 1 for the remainder of this section.

The theoretical results in the remainder of this section are going to be presented in two
steps. Before establishing each key finding, I explain it in a stylized setting featuring only
two sectors. The simplified two-sector setting is summarized below.

Two-sector setting. Consider the economy with two sectors pK “ 2q and nominal rigidi-

ties only present in the first period pT “ 2q. For simplicity, firms are not allowed to buy

inputs from other firms in their own sector pk R Sk, k “ 1, 2q, and the production function is
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Cobb-Douglas with the functional form: Ykpjq “ epkqAkpSkqNkpjqp1´ωk,´kqZk,´kpjqωk,´k ,

and epkq “ p1 ´ ωk,´kq´p1´ωk,´kqω
´ωk,´k

k,´k . The input-output shares are calibrated such that

ωk,´k “ 0.5 if ´k P Sk and ωk,´k “ 0 otherwise, for k “ 1, 2. Price stickiness is cali-

brated such that Sector 1 is price flexible pα1 “ 0q and Sector 2 features nominal rigidities

pα2 “ 0.5q. The productivity mapping is given by akp∅q ” logAkp∅q “ 1, k “ 1, 2

and akpt´kuq ” logAkpt´kuq “ a, k “ 1, 2. The exogenous initial prices are set at

Pk0 “ 1, k “ 1, 2. Finally, assume that τk “ ´1{θ, so that all market power distortions

are optimally removed, and θ Ñ 1`, which allows to obtain closed-form expressions for

equilibrium sectoral prices and quantities. In this setting, there are only four possibili-

ties for supplier choices pS1, S2q, namely p∅,∅q, p∅, t1uq, pt2u,∅q and pt2u, t1uq. Letting

m ” logM, one can summarize (log) unit costs pq1, q2q associated with the four possible

supplier choices as follows:

S2 “ ∅ S2 “ t1u

S1 “ ∅ pm ´ 1,m ´ 1q pm ´ 1,´a ` m ´ 1
2
q

S1 “ t2u p´a ` 3
4
m ´ 1

4
,m ´ 1q

`

´10
7
a ` 5

7
m,´12

7
a ` 6

7
m
˘

Another consequence of money neutrality for all t ě 2 is that the only change in money
supply relevant for real variables at t “ 1 is that between money supply at t “ 1 and its
baseline level M0. For the ease of presentation of my results in this section, I introduce the
following definition of a monetary shock:

Definition 2 (Monetary shock). Let εm ” logpM{M0q, where M is money supply at t “ 1
and M0 is the baseline level of money supply, be the monetary shock in my economy.

In the next subsection, I study properties of my economy’s baseline at t “ 1, which
occurs under zero monetary shock pεm “ 0q. The subsequent section studies propagation
of a monetary shock εm ‰ 0 conditional on different baselines.

3.2 Baseline (εm “ 0)

The baseline is given by the equilibrium evaluated under εm “ 0. Baseline prices, alloca-
tions and supplier choices are pinned down by the productivity mapping A, baseline money
supply M0 and exogenous initial prices tPk0u

K
k“1. In this subsection, I am going to inves-

tigate how, holding the initial prices fixed, changes in the baseline pair pA,M0q affect the
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equilibrium.3

First, I am going to use the two-sector setting introduced earlier to build intuition on
how changes in the productivity mapping affect the baseline, ceteris paribus.

Example 1 (Productivity mapping and baseline). In Panel (a) of Figure 2 I use the two-
sector setting where, holding baseline money supply fixed at m0 “ 0, I consider three
different productivity mappings by varying the parameter a, which represents the produc-
tivity associated with using the other sector as a supplier. When a “ 0, neither sector finds
it optimal to buy inputs from the other sector, and the equilibrium network is empty. As
I increase a to 0.65, the sticky-price Sector 2 finds it optimal to purchase inputs from the
flexible-price Sector 1, but not vice versa. This is because Sector 2 finds it optimal to lower
its unit cost by purchasing inputs from Sector 1, whose price flexibility is associated with
lower prices. Finally, as I further increase a to 0.8, both sectors find it optimal to con-
nect to each other. This is because the productivity associated with the connection is now
sufficiently high to spur the flexible-price Sector 1 to purchase from Sector 2, whose price
stickiness prevents it from fully lowering the price. In addition, notice that as I increase
the productivity parameter, equilibrium unit costs and hence sectoral prices drop, which
lowers the consumption price index and through the cash-in-advance constraint implies
that baseline GDP rises.

I now use the two-sector setting to build intuition on the link between initial money
supply and baseline equilibrium:

Example 2 (Money supply and baseline). In Panel (b) of Figure 2 I use the two-sector
setting where, holding productivity mapping fixed at a “ 0, I consider three different initial
money supplies by varying the parameter m0. When m0 “ 0, neither sector finds it optimal
to buy inputs from the other sector, and the equilibrium network is empty. As I increase
m0 to 4, the flexible-price Sector 1 finds it optimal to purchase inputs from the sticky-price
Sector 2, but not vice versa. This is because the nominal wage rises one-for-one with
money supply, and Sector 1 finds it cheaper to substitute in-house labor for inputs bought
from Sector 2, whose price increases less than one-for-one, even though such connection
lowers 1’s productivity. Finally, as I further increase m0 to 8, both sectors find it optimal
to connect to each other. This is because the increase in money supply/nominal wage is
now so large that even the sticky-price Sector 2 wishes to substitute its in-house labor for
inputs from Sector 1, whose price now does not track money supply since it inherits price
stickiness from Sector 2, even though such connection lowers 2’s productivity. In addition,
notice that as I increase money supply, the gap between money supply and equilibrium unit
costs and prices, both sectoral and the aggregate consumption index, is growing, which
through the cash-in-advance constraint implies that baseline GDP rises.

3In subsection 3.4 I consider baselines that differ in the levels of desired markups, parameterized by
exogenous changes in the sectoral cost taxes tτkuKk“1.
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Figure 2: Equilibrium supplier choices under different baseline conditions

(a) Equilibrium choices of suppliers under different baseline productivity mappings (m0 “ 0)

Recession: a “ 0

∅∅∅ t1u

∅∅∅ (-1,-1)
`

´1,´ 1
2

˘

t2u
`

´ 1
4
,´1

˘

p0, 0q

Normal: a “ 0.65

∅ {1}
∅∅∅ p´1,´1q

`

´1,´23
20

˘

t2u
`

´ 9
10

,´1
˘ `

´ 13
14

,´ 39
35

˘

Expansion: a “ 0.80

∅ {1}
∅ p´1,´1q p´1,´ 13

10
q

{2}
`

´ 21
20

,´1
˘ `

´8
7
,´48

35

˘

(b) Equilibrium choices of suppliers under different baseline levels of money supply (a “ 0)

Tight money: m0 “ 0

∅∅∅ t1u

∅∅∅ (-1,-1)
`

´1,´ 1
2

˘

t2u
`

´ 1
4
,´1

˘

p0, 0q

Normal money: m0 “ 4

∅∅∅ t1u

∅ p3, 3q
`

3, 5
2

˘

{2}
`

11
4
,3

˘ `

20
7
, 24

7

˘

Loose money: m0 “ 8

∅ {1}
∅ p7, 7q

`

7, 13
2

˘

{2}
`

23
4
, 7
˘ `

40
7
, 48

7

˘

Notes: the figure uses the analytically tractable version of my model under T “ 2, calibrated for K “ 2, ωkk “ 0,@k, Ykpjq “

epkqAkpSkqNkpjqp1´ωk,´kqZk,´kpjqωk,´k and epkq “ p1 ´ ωk,´kq´p1´ωk,´kqω
´ωk,´k

k,´k , ak,0 ” logAk,0,@k and m0 “

logM0, the production technology be given by a1,0p∅q “ 0, a1,0pt2uq “ a, a2,0p∅q “ 0, a2,0pt1uq “ a, P10 “ P20 “ 1,
the sectoral shares are given by ω12 “ ωc1 “ 0.5 “ ω21 “ ωc1 “ 0.5, and Calvo parameters by α1 “ 0, α2 “ 0.5. Finally, assume
that τk “ ´1{θ, and θ Ñ 1`.
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Therefore, in my simple examples, baseline GDP and the number of suppliers of each
sector (weakly) rise, ceteris paribus, both as one improves the productivity mapping and
as one increases initial money supply. However, the mechanisms through which linkages
are added are, in fact, diagonally opposite under the two scenarios. As one improves the
productivity mapping, extra sectors that get adopted as suppliers are those that adjust their
prices downwards by enough to lower the buyer’s unit cost for the level of productivity
they bring. On the contrary, as one increases money supply, sectors that receive additional
intermediate customers are those that do not adjust their prices upwards enough, so that
they are cheaper relative to labor for the level of productivity they bring.Having built intu-
ition in the two-sector setting, I now formalize the relationship between the baseline pair
pA,M0q, GDP and supplier choices in equilibrium. As for the effect on GDP, no further
assumptions, over and above the ones already made, are required:

Lemma 1 (Baseline GDP). Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Consider any two baseline
pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě M0.
Then, CpA,M0q ě CpA,M0q.

The overall mechanism behind the above result is as follows. Holding initial money
supply fixed, an improvement in the productivity mapping lowers each unit cost function,
which in turn lowers every sectoral price. Firms re-optimize their set of suppliers, which
delivers lower new unit costs, since the original set of suppliers remains available. The
latter further lowers sectoral prices. The mechanism repeats until a new equilibrium is
reached, which features lower sectoral prices and hence a lower consumption price index,
which through the cash-in-advance constraint implies a larger GDP. Similarly, holding pro-
ductivity mapping fixed, larger initial money supply decreases the ratios of sectoral prices
to money supply due to sticky prices. Firms re-optimize their set of suppliers, which de-
livers lower new unit costs, since the original set of suppliers remains available. The latter
further lowers the ratios of sectoral prices to money supply. The mechanism repeats until a
new equilibrium is reached, which features lower ratios of sectoral prices to money supply
and hence a lower ratio of consumption price index to money supply, which through the
cash-in-advance constraint implies a larger GDP.

The link between the baseline pair pA,M0q and supplier choices in equilibrium can be
formalized using monotone comparative statics theorems of Milgrom and Shannon (1994).
Those, however, require imposing further regularity conditions. The first one puts a re-
striction on the relationship between the unit cost function, the choice of suppliers and the
productivity mapping, holding sectoral prices and wage fixed:
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Assumption 4. For all W, tPkuKk“1, the unit cost function Qk rSk,AkpSkq,W, tPrurPSk
s is

quasi-submodular in pSk,AkpSkqq, for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

The assumption of quasi-submodularity ensures that, holding wage and prices fixed,
an improvement in the productivity mapping does not encourage any sector to shrink its
number of suppliers. However, prices also vary across baselines, which brings in the need
for a sector regularity condition. The additional restriction is a single-crossing property on
the unit cost function, relating joint variations in prices, wages and the set of suppliers:

Assumption 5. Let Qk

”

Sk,AkpSkq, tP̃rurPSk

ı

” 1
W
Qk

“

Sk,AkpSkq, 1, tPr

W
urPSk

‰

, @k. For

all Sk Ď S
1

k and for all tP̃r, P̃ 1
ru

K
r“1 such that P̃ 1

r ď P̃r, @r ‰ k:

Qk

”

S 1
k,AkpS 1

kq, tP̃rurPS1
k

ı

´ Qk

”

Sk,AkpSkq, tP̃rurPSk

ı

ď 0

ùñ Qk

”

S 1
k,AkpS 1

kq, tP̃ 1
rurPS1

k

ı

´ Qk

”

Sk,AkpSkq, tP̃ 1
rurPSk

ı

ď 0, @k. (9)

The above single crossing property ensures that a reduction in all sectoral price to wage
ratios does not discourage the adoption of a larger number of suppliers by every sector.
Such an assumption immediately holds under a range of widely used production functions,
most notably Cobb-Douglas with Hicks-neutral technology.4

The additional assumptions above allow to formalize the link between the baseline pair
pA,M0q and supplier choices in equilibrium:

Lemma 2 (Baseline supplier choices). Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Consider any two
baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě

M0. Then, SkpA,M0q Ě SkpA,M0q, for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

The intuition behind the above result is as follows. An improvement in the productivity
mapping, ceteris paribus, incentivizes firms to connect to more suppliers, as it lowers their
unit costs directly through higher productivity and indirectly through lower prices charged
by suppliers. Similarly, an increase in initial money supply, ceteris paribus, leads to a
reduction in sectoral price to wage ratios, implying that it is cost-reducing to substitute in-
house labor for intermediates bought from other sectors, thus leading to an increase in the
number of suppliers.

4This is formally shown in Acemoglu and Azar (2020). See their work for a fuller characterization of
families of production functions under which the single-crossing property in Assumption 5 holds.
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3.3 Propagation of a monetary shock

Having established properties of the baseline, I now consider deviations from the baseline,
driven by a non-zero monetary shock εm. The mechanics of a monetary shock in terms of
its effect on the equilibrium allocations and supplier choices are isomorphic to those for
changes in baseline money supply established in the previous subsection. I can therefore
immediately formalize comparative statics following a monetary shock.

Lemma 3 (Comparative statics following a monetary shock). Consider a baseline pair
pA,M0q, which is perturbed by a monetary shock εm ą 0. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold,
then following the monetary shock equilibrium GDP rises relative to its baseline level:
CpA,Mq ą CpA,M0q. Further, suppose that in addition Assumption 4-5 also hold,
then following the monetary shock the set of suppliers for each sector weakly expands:
SkpA,Mq Ě SkpA,M0q, for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Note that although the above lemma is stated for an expansionary monetary shock εm ą

0, it naturally extends to a contractionary shock εm ă 0, which leads to a reduction in GDP
and a weak fall in the number of supplier for every sector.

From Lemma 3 it follows that a non-zero monetary shock can either change the set of
suppliers relative to the baseline, or leave them unchanged. In light of this it is useful to
formally distinguish between two such types of monetary shocks, as is done below.

Definition 3 (Small monetary shock). Define a monetary shock εm to be small with respect
to the baseline pA,M0q if and only if it leaves the equilibrium supplier choices unchanged
for all sectors relative to the baseline: SkpA,Mq “ SkpA,M0q, @k. Otherwise, define
the monetary shock to be large with respect to the baseline pA,M0q.

Crucially, the above definition helps classify every monetary shock as either small or
large with respect to a specific baseline pair pA,M0q. In principle, as one changes the
baseline pair, a shock of a given size can switch from being small to large, or vice versa.
Moreover, the definition is not necessarily symmetric: for a given baseline, an expansionary
shock εm ą 0 being small does not necessarily imply that a contractionary shock of an
equal absolute value is small with respect to the same baseline.

3.3.1 Small monetary shocks

In this section, I study how responses of prices and allocations to a small monetary shock
depend on the baseline productivity mapping and initial money supply. As before, I begin
by building intuition in the simplified two-sector setting before establishing general results.
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First, I use the two-sector setting to consider the same small monetary expansion oc-
curring under different baseline productivity mappings.

Example 3 (Small monetary shocks across productivity mappings). Consider the two-
sector setting with the assumption that consumption aggregation is Cobb-Douglas: C “

Cωc1
1 Cωc2

2 , ωck “ 0.5, k “ 1, 2. Panel (a) of Figure 3 considers three baselines associated
with different productivity mappings, as in Example 1. I perturb each of the baselines with
the same small monetary expansion, which, by definition, does not change the equilibrium
network. As one can see, in the low productivity baseline with the empty network, only
the sticky-price Sector 2 responds to the shock; in the medium-productivity baseline the
situation is unchanged, as Sector 1 does not buy inputs from Sector 2, and hence inherits
no stickiness. However, in high-productivity state, where both sectors buy from each other,
both sectors see their final consumption rise. We can see that the magnitude of both sec-
toral and aggregate final consumption’s response to a monetary shock is weakly larger in
the baselines with higher productivity.

Similarly, I use the two-sector setting to consider the same small monetary expansion
occurring under different levels of initial money supply.

Example 4 (Small monetary shocks across initial money supplies). Consider the two-
sector setting with the assumption that consumption aggregation is Cobb-Douglas: C “

Cωc1
1 Cωc2

2 , ωck “ 0.5, k “ 1, 2. Panel (b) of Figure 3 considers three baselines with dif-
ferent levels of initial money supply, as in Example 2. I perturb each of the baselines with
the same small monetary expansion, which, by definition, does not change the equilibrium
network. One can see that in the tight money baseline only the sticky-price Sector 2 re-
sponds to the shock; in the normal money baseline flexible-price Sector 1 buys from Sector
2 and inherits stickiness, hence responding to the shock. Finally, in the loose money base-
line both sectors buy from each other and respond by even more than in the normal money
state. Overall, one can see that both sectoral and aggregate consumption respond weakly
stronger under the baselines with higher initial money supply.

One can see that in the examples above, following a small monetary shock of the same
size, consumption responds more strongly in states that feature more linkages across sec-
tors. This is because whenever a sector increases the number of suppliers, its marginal cost
becomes function of a larger number of other sectoral prices, which in turn strengthens
complementarities in price setting and the degree of money non-neutrality.

The above mechanism can be formalized by noticing that the existence of a small mon-
etary shock around a specific baseline implies that there is a neighborhood within which
variations in money supply do not affect the equilibrium set of supplier choices. The latter
in turn means that such a neighborhood features no discontinuities created by formation or
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Figure 3: Final aggregate consumption following a small monetary expansion

(a) IRFs of consumption to a small monetary expansion under recession and expansion (m0 “ 0)

Recession: a “ 0 Normal: a “ 0.65 Expansion: a “ 0.8

(b) IRFs of consumption to a small monetary expansion under tight and loose initial money (a “ 0)

Tight money: m0 “ 0 Normal money: m0 “ 4 Loose money: m0 “ 8

Notes: the figure uses the analytically tractable version of my model under T “ 2, calibrated for K “ 2, ωkk “ 0,@k, Ykpjq “

epkqAkpSkqNkpjqp1´ωk,´kqZk,´kpjqωk,´k and epkq “ p1 ´ ωk,´kq´p1´ωk,´kqω
´ωk,´k

k,´k , ak,0 ” logAk,0,@k and m0 “

logM0, the production technology be given by a1,0p∅q “ 0, a1,0pt2uq “ a, a2,0p∅q “ 0, a2,0pt1uq “ a, P10 “ P20 “ 1,
the sectoral shares are given by ω12 “ ωc1 “ 0.5 “ ω21 “ ωc1 “ 0.5, and Calvo parameters by α1 “ 0, α2 “ 0.5. Finally, assume
that τk “ ´1{θ, and θ Ñ 1`.
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destruction of linkages, and one can appeal to local properties around the baseline. In or-
der to establish analytically tractable local properties, I make several further assumptions.
First, a vital required additional assumption is differentiability of the production function
in labor and intermediate inputs:

Assumption 6. The production function Fk is differentiable in
`

Nktpjq, tZkrtpjqurPSkt

˘

, @k.

The second additional assumption concerns the initial sectoral prices, which have so far
been assumed to be completely exogenous:

Assumption 7 (Initial sectoral prices). For every sector k “ 1, 2, ..., K, the initial sectoral
price is given by Pk0 “ p1 ` µkqgpM0qQkrSk,AkpSkq,M0, tPrpA,M0qurPSk

s, where
pA,M0q is the baseline pair, µk “ p1`τkq θ

θ´1
and g : R` Ñ p0, 1q and strictly decreasing

on the whole domain.

The above assumption states that for every sector the initial price is set at a fixed markup
over the baseline (steady-state) unit cost, with the markup falling in the initial money sup-
ply. In this way, I tractably capture the idea that whenever the initial money supply is high,
a monetary shock is occurring in an environment with low markups, representing the inter-
action of price stickiness with past loose money supply.5 Crucially, baseline comparative
statics properties established in Lemmas 1 and 2 continue to hold under this additional
assumption about initial prices.

Armed with the two additional assumptions, I can now begin to formalize the differ-
ences in responses to a small monetary shock that arrives under different baselines. As a
first step, the lemma below documents baseline-specific local responses of sectoral prices
to a monetary shock:

Lemma 4. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 and 6-7 hold. For any baseline pair pA,M0q, let
pkpA,M0q be a first order approximation of logPkpA,Mq around logPkpA,M0q, given
Sk “ SkpA,M0q, @k. Consider any two baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q and a monetary
shock εm which is small with respect to both baselines, then:

ppA,M0q ´ ppA,M0q “ ´
“

LpA,M0q ´ LpA,M0q
‰

Em (10)

where p ” rp1, p2, ..., pKs1, Em ” rεm, εm, ..., εms1 and L is a Leontief inverse given by:

LpA,M0q ” rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qs
´1

rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qs (11)

5With this additional assumption on initial prices, the baseline sectoral markups are given by p1 `

µkqrαkgpM0qq1´θ ` p1 ´ αkqs
1

1´θ ,@k, which fall in M0. Crucially, I do not make this assumption in
the fully dynamic forward-looking setting considered in Section 4.
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where A ” diagpα1, ..., αKq, ΓpM0q ” diagpγ1pM0q, ..., γKpM0qq, γk ” 1
αkpgpM0qq1´θ`1´αk

and rΩpA,M0qskr “
B logQkrSk,AkpSkq,W,tPk1 uk1PSk

s
B logPr

|M“M0 , @k, r.

The above result details channels through which changes in the baseline affect local
properties of price responses to a monetary shock. Baselines with either a better produc-
tivity mapping or a higher money supply, ceteris paribus, feature more suppliers for each
sector and hence more non-zero elements in the ΩpA,M0q matrix, whose entries denote
cross-elasticities of a sector’s unit cost to sectoral prices. The latter affects price responses
through two margins. At the extensive margin, having more suppliers strengthens comple-
mentarities in price setting and unambiguously delivers smaller increases in sectoral prices
following a small monetary expansion. At the intensive margin, however, the effect of
a change in the baseline on the unit cost elasticity to prices of already existing suppliers
is ambiguous. Therefore, the effect of a change in baseline on the responses of sectoral
prices to small monetary shock depends on the relative quantitative importance of the three
channels described above.

However, a sufficient condition exists under which the ambiguity described above is
resolved. In particular, it occurs in the special case when the intensive margin adjustment
described above is absent. The latter happens when, conditional on a supplier relationship
existing, the elasticity of a sector’s unit cost to that supplier’s price is fixed across baselines,
which is the case under Cobb-Douglas production function with Hicks-neutral technology:

Assumption 8. For every sector k “ 1, 2, ..., K the production function is Cobb-Douglas
with Hicks-neutral technology: Yktpjq “ AktpSktqNktpjq

1´
ř

rPSkt
ωkr

ś

rPSkt
Zkrtpjqωkr ,

ωkr ě 0,
řK

r“1 ωkr ă 1.

Adding the above assumption ensures that under a baseline with either a better pro-
ductivity mapping or a higher money supply, the same small monetary expansion delivers
smaller increases in all sectoral prices, as is formalized below:

Proposition 2. Suppose Assumptions 2-5 and 7-8 hold. Consider any two baseline pairs
pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě M0. For
a monetary shock εm ą 0 that is small with respect to both baselines, it follows that
pkpA,M0q ď pkpA,M0q for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Importantly, though the above proposition is formulated for a small monetary expan-
sion εm ą 0, it trivially extends to a small monetary contraction εm ă 0. In particular, it
would follow that under a baseline with either a better productivity mapping or a higher
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money supply, the same small monetary contraction delivers smaller decreases in all sec-
toral prices.

I now use properties of price responses established above to study how changes in
the baseline affect consumption responses to small monetary shocks. From the cash-in-
advance constraint, it follows that the change in aggregate consumption can be written
as rlogCpA,Mq ´ logCpA,M0qs “ εm ´ rlogP cpA,Mq ´ logP cpA,M0qs. It follows
that local properties of GDP around the baseline can be inferred from local properties of the
consumption price index. For a monetary shock εm that is small with respect to a baseline
pair pA,M0q one can write the following local approximation:

logP c
pA,Mq´logP c

pA,M0q «

K
ÿ

k“1

B logP cpA,M0q

B logPk

rlogPkpA,Mq ´ logPkpA,M0qs .

(12)
From Proposition 2 we know local properties of (log-)deviations of sectoral prices as one
varies the baseline. However, the variation in elasticities of the consumption price index
with respect to sectoral prices as one varies the baseline is ambiguous. In this sense, the lo-
cal properties of aggregate consumption/GDP around different baselines remain on relative
quantitative properties of movements in sectoral prices and the elasticities that are used to
aggregate them.

However, a sufficient condition exists under which the ambiguity described above is re-
solved. In particular, it occurs in the special case when the elasticities of the consumption
price index with respect to sectoral prices remain fixed across all baselines. The latter oc-
curs when the consumption aggregator takes the Cobb-Douglas form, as is detailed below:

Assumption 9. The consumption aggregator up.q is Cobb-Douglas: Ct “
śK

k“1C
ωck
kt ,

ωck ě 0,
řK

k“1 ωck “ 1.

With the additional assumption above, I can now formalize non-linear transmission
of a small monetary shock to both sectoral and aggregate consumption, the latter being
equivalent to GDP in my economy. First, whenever a small monetary expansion arrives
under a baseline with a better productivity mapping, it triggers a consumption increase of
a larger magnitude:

Theorem 1 (Cycle dependence). Suppose Assumptions 3-5 and 7-9 hold. For any baseline
pair pA,M0q, let ckpA,M0q ” logCkpA,Mq ´ logCkpA,M0q, @k. Consider any two
baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that A ě A. For a monetary shock εm ą 0 which
is small with respect to both baselines it follows that ckpA,M0q ě ckpA,M0q for all
k “ 1, 2, ..., K, and cpA,M0q ě cpA,M0q.
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Three points should be noted. First, although the theorem is stated for small monetary
expansions, it trivially extends to small monetary contractions. In particular, it follows that
if a small monetary contraction arrives in a state with, ceteris paribus, higher productiv-
ity, the resulting fall in GDP is (weakly) smaller. Second, the additional assumption of
Cobb-Douglas consumption aggregation implies cycle dependence not only at the level of
aggregate GDP, but also at the level of final consumptions of individual sectors. Third, my
cycle dependence result provides a theoretical rationale for empirical finds of procyclical
magnitude of impulse response of GDP to monetary shocks (Tenreyro and Thwaites, 2016,
Alpanda et al., 2021, Jordà et al., 2020).

In a similar way, I can formalize that whenever a small monetary expansion arrives
under a baseline with higher money supply, it triggers a consumption increase of a larger
magnitude:

Theorem 2 (Path dependence). Suppose Assumptions 3-5 and 7-9 hold. For any baseline
pair pA,M0q, let ckpA,M0q ” logCkpA,Mq ´ logCkpA,M0q, @k. Consider any two
baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that M0 ě M0. For a monetary shock εm ą 0
which is small with respect to both baselines it follows that ckpA,M0q ě ckpA,M0q for
all k “ 1, 2, ..., K, and cpA,M0q ě cpA,M0q.

As before, the theorem trivially extends to small monetary contractions: if a small mon-
etary contraction arrives in a state with, ceteris paribus, lower money supply, the resulting
fall in GDP is (weakly) smaller. My path dependence result provides a theoretical rationale
for empirical finds of monetary transmission to GDP being stronger under already loose
monetary stance (Alpanda et al., 2021) and additional evidence that finds that GDP is more
sensitive to monetary interventions in states of the world with already loose credit (Jordà
et al., 2020).

The intuition behind both theorems is very similar. Baselines with a better productivity
mapping or higher initial money supply, ceteris paribus, feature more suppliers for every
sector in equilibrium. The latter strengthens complementarities in price setting, and hence
deliver more money non-neutrality and consumption response of a larger magnitude.

3.3.2 Large monetary shocks

I now move to studying properties of large monetary shocks which, by definition, are able
to change the equilibrium set of suppliers relative to the baseline. As before, I begin with
building intuition using the two-sector setting before establishing formal results.

First, I consider larger monetary expansions in the two-sector setting:
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Figure 4: Aggregate consumption response to large monetary shocks (two sectors)

(a) Large monetary expansions (b) Large monetary contractions

Notes: the figure uses the analytically tractable version of the model under T “ 2, calibrated for K “ 2, ωkk “ 0,@k, Ykpjq “

epkqAkpSkqNkpjqp1´ωk,´kqZk,´kpjqωk,´k and epkq “ p1 ´ ωk,´kq´p1´ωk,´kqω
´ωk,´k

k,´k , ak,0 ” logAk,0,@k and m0 “

logM0, the production technology be given by a1,0p∅q “ 0, a1,0pt2uq “ a, a2,0p∅q “ 0, a2,0pt1uq “ a, P10 “ P20 “ 1,
the sectoral shares are given by ω12 “ ωc1 “ 0.5 “ ω21 “ ωc1 “ 0.5, and Calvo parameters by α1 “ 0, α2 “ 0.5. Finally, assume
that τk “ ´1{θ, and θ Ñ 1`. Throughout exercises a0 “ 0.

Example 5 (Large monetary expansions). Panel (a) of Figure 4 considers large monetary
shocks in the context of the two-sector setting with an additional assumption on consump-
tion aggregation: C “ Cωc1

1 Cωc2
2 , ωck “ 0.5, k “ 1, 2. Starting with an initial state with

a “ m0 “ 0, I subject my economy to progressively larger monetary shocks. One can
see that shocks smaller than εm “ 3 keep the initially empty network unchanged, and the
changes in the aggregate consumption impulse response are exactly proportional to the size
of the shock. However, as I consider larger expansions, they turn out to be large enough to
expand the network by encouraging the flexible-price Sector 1 to buy from the sticky-price
Sector 2, also increasing the slope of the relationship between the monetary shock size and
consumption response.

Similarly, I use the two-sector setting to study large monetary contractions:

Example 6 (Large monetary contractions). Panel (b) of Figure 4 considers large monetary
contractions in the context of the same two-sector setting with an additional assumption on
consumption aggregation: C “ Cωc1

1 Cωc2
2 , ωck “ 0.5, k “ 1, 2 I start from a baseline with

a “ 0 and m0 “ 8. Initial reductions in money supply leave the baseline full network un-
changed and the magnitude of aggregate consumption contraction is exactly proportional
to the size of the monetary shock. However, larger contractions break the network, in this
case by discouraging Sector 2 from buying from Sector 1, and lower the slope of the rela-
tionship between the monetary shock size and consumption response.

One can see that in Example 5 above, large monetary expansions deliver an increase
in GDP that is larger than the one that would occur under fixed networks. In this sense,
large monetary expansions deliver more than proportional increases in GDP by expanding
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the set of suppliers in each sector. On the other hand, in Example 6 above, large monetary
contraction deliver reductions in GDP that are smaller in magnitude that those under ex-
ogenous networks. Therefore, large monetary contractions break supplier relationships and
in this way deliver less than proportional decreases in GDP, relative to the outcome under
exogenous networks.

In order to formalize the above intuition, I introduce several new concepts. First, I let
the exact impulse response of a sectoral price to monetary shock εm be given by P̃kpεmq ”

PkpA,Mq{PkpA,M0q, @k. Second, in order to facilitate comparison with a setting where
supplier choices are exogenous, I let P̃ e

k pεm;Sq ” PkpA,M;Sq{PkpA,M0;Sq, @k denote
exact impulse responses of sectoral prices to monetary shock εm in a version of my econ-
omy with an exogenous production network S. I am now ready to state a proposition which
establishes bounds on how the exact impulse responses of sectoral prices grow with the
size of the monetary shock:

Proposition 3. Suppose Assumption 1-3 and 6 hold. For a baseline pair pA,M0q, and
the baseline equilibrium network S0, let εm ą 0 be a small monetary shock and Em ą 0
be a large monetary shock. Further, let SL be the equilibrium network following the large
monetary shock. The ratios of exact impulse responses of sectoral prices satisfy:

P̃ e
k pEm;SLq

P̃ e
k pεm;SLq

ď
P̃kpEmq

P̃kpεmq
ď

P̃ epEm;S0q

P̃ e
k pεm;S0q

, (13)

for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K, where P̃kp.q is the exact impulse response under endogenous net-
works, whereas P̃ e

k p.;Sq is the exact impulse response under the exogenous network S.

Intuitively, as one moves from a small monetary expansion to a large monetary expan-
sion, the rate at which the exact responses of sectoral prices increase is smaller than what
would occur if the network stayed fixed at its baseline level. This is because the opportunity
to endogenously select the supplier sectors creates an extra margin along which units costs,
and hence prices, can be minimized. This implies that prices increase at most as quickly as
under the network fixed at its baseline level. At the same time, this drag on price increases
is bounded from below by what would occur if the network was fixed at the level delivered
by the large monetary expansion. Crucially, although the above proposition is stated for
monetary expansions it trivially extends to monetary contractions by reversing the signs of
inequalities. In particular, as one moves from a small monetary contraction to a large mon-
etary contraction, the rate at which the exact magnitudes of prices drops change is larger
than what would occur if the network stayed fixed at its baseline level. Once again, this
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is because the opportunity to optimally select the suppliers creates an extra margin along
which unit costs and prices are minimised.

Since the above proposition applies to all sectoral prices, it implies corresponding prop-
erties for the aggregate consumption price index. The latter combined with the cash-in-
advance in turn delivers properties of aggregate consumption, which also represents GDP
in my model:

Theorem 3 (Size dependence). Suppose Assumption 1-3 and 6 hold. For a baseline pair
pA,M0q, and the baseline equilibrium network S0, let εm ą 0 be a small monetary shock
and Em ą 0 be a large monetary shock. Further, let SL be the equilibrium network
following the large monetary shock. The ratios of exact impulse responses of GDP satisfy:

C̃epEm;S0q

C̃epεm;S0q
ď

C̃pEmq

C̃pεmq
ď

C̃epEm;SLq

C̃epεm;SLq
. (14)

where C̃p.q is the exact impulse response under endogenous networks, whereas C̃ep.;Sq is
the exact impulse response under the exogenous network S.

The theorem above formally establishes size-dependence in the response of GDP to
monetary shocks in my model. In particular, as one moves from a small monetary expan-
sion to a large monetary expansion, the rate at which the exact impulse response of GDP
rises is larger than what would occur if the set of suppliers was fixed at the baseline level.
This is due to the fact that, relative to the world where networks are fixed at the baseline
level, the opportunity to optimally select suppliers puts a drag on how quickly prices in-
crease following monetary expansions. At the same time, the above theorem also implies
that following a small monetary contraction the rate at which the magnitude of exact im-
pulse response of GDP changes is smaller than what would occur if the set of suppliers was
fixed at the baseline level.

3.4 Discussion: business cycles driven by exogenous markup shocks

I so far consider baselines that vary in their productivity mappings A and initial levels of
money supply M0. That said, my model also permits that baselines differ in the levels
of exogenous desired markups t1 ` µkuKk“1, which I discuss in this section. In particular,
given that 1`µk “ p1`τkq θ

θ´1
, shifts in the sectoral tax rates tτkuKk“1 represent exogenous

changes in baseline desired sectoral markups.
In terms of the effect on real GDP and supplier choices, exogenous decreases in base-

line markups are isomorphic to exogenous improvements in the productivity mapping. In
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particular, ceteris paribus, an exogenous decrease in each sectoral desired markup low-
ers each sectoral price. Firms re-optimize their set of suppliers, which delivers lower new
unit costs, since the original set of suppliers remains available. The latter further lowers
sectoral prices. The mechanism repeats until a new equilibrium is reached, which fea-
tures lower sectoral prices and hence a lower consumption price index, which implies a
larger GDP. As for the effect on equilibrium supplier choices, an exogenous decrease in
each sectoral desired markup incentivizes firms to connect to more suppliers, as lower de-
sired markups decrease the prices charged by potential suppliers, while leaving the nominal
wage unchanged. Online Appendix B.1 formally establishes the above results for exoge-
nous changes in sectoral desired markups.

3.5 Discussion: nominal wage rigidity

The key results of the analysis so far are established in a setting where price setting is sub-
ject to nominal rigidities, while the nominal wage is fully flexible. However, my framework
can be easily extended to allow for nominal rigidities in both price and wage setting, while
leaving the key results qualitatively unchanged.

In particular, consider a version of my model with K ` 1 sectors, where the additional
sector is populated by firms which act as labor unions.6 More specifically, they buy labor
directly from households at rate Wt and sell those labor services to firms in the remaining K

sectors of the economy. Moreover, labor union firms do not use any inputs other than labor
and do not sell any output to households. Nominal rigidities in the price setting of firms in
the labor union sector are then isomorphic to aggregate nominal wage rigidity. In particular,
suppose each labor union firm faces an exogenous probability of price adjustment p1´αuq P

p0, 1q. Then under T “ 2, the price index of the labor union sector at t “ 1 is given by
Pu “

“

αuP
1´θ
u,0 ` p1 ´ αuqW 1´θ

‰
1

1´θ .7 The combination of the cash-in-advance constraint
and the consumption-labor supply condition still implies that W “ M, meaning that the
price index of the labor union sector is pinned down exclusively by the exogenous money
supply M. However, an exogenous increase/decrease in M implies an increase/decrease
in Pu that is less than one-for-one, implying a degree of nominal rigidity in the cost of

6Such approach to introducing nominal wage rigidity has been used in multi-sector models with exoge-
nous production networks, notably Rubbo (2023).

7I normalize the sectoral productivity of all firms in the union sector to one in all periods: Au,t “ 1,@t.
Further, I assume that the tax rate in the union sector is set to exactly offset any distortions coming from
market power: p1 ` τuq θ

θ´1 “ 1. Those assumptions are without loss of generality, the comparative statics
of real GDP and supplier choices remain qualitatively unchanged when those assumptions are relaxed.
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purchasing labor services.
Firms in the remaining K sectors of the economy cannot purchase labor directly from

households, instead buying it from the labor union sector. Then the unit cost function
for any firm in a non-union sector k is given by Qkt rSkt,AktpSktq, Put, tPrturPSkt

s, and
the optimal choice of supplier sectors Skt reduces to deciding whether to use more labor
at the price Put, or instead buy from a non-union sector r at Prt. Then, the comparative
statics following changes in the productivity mapping, exogenous desired markups and
money supply are qualitatively unchanged relative to the results under flexible wages. In
particular, either an improvement in the productivity mapping or a fall in desired markups
of non-union sectors leaves the nominal price of labor Pu unchanged, while lowering the
prices of the non-union sectors. The latter leads to a larger real GDP and encourages the
adoption of more suppliers, as they are cheaper relative to labor, just as in the flexible-wage
case. An increase in money supply delivers a less than one-for-one increase in the nominal
price of labor Pu, and (weakly) an even smaller increase in the prices of the non-union
sectors. Intuitively, any nominal rigidities in the price of labor become part of the unit cost
function, and any nominal rigidities in price setting emerge over and above the rigidity in
the unit cost function. Put simply, wage stickiness make sectoral prices even stickier in
terms of the magnitude of response to the monetary expansion. As a result, prices in the
non-union sectors rise by less than the nominal price of labor, which in turn rises by less
than the money supply. The latter implies an increase in real GDP, as well as an expanded
set of suppliers, as they are now cheaper relative to labor. Online Appendix B.2 formally
establishes the qualitative equivalence of the cases with and without nominal wage rigidity.8

4 A quantitative dynamic version

After establishing the key properties of my model in a simplified static version, I now quan-
tify the effects in a forward-looking setting calibrated to 389 sectors of the US economy.
I develop a novel numerical algorithm for solving a dynamic version of my multi-sector
model with sticky prices and endogenous network formation, and use it to determine how
changes in baseline productivity and money supply affect equilibrium supplier choices, and
how the latter creates non-linearities in transmission of monetary shocks.

8The equivalence is trivial for changes in the productivity mapping or changes in the desired markups
of non-union sectors, since those do not affect the price of labor Pu. Online Appendix B.2 therefore only
considers changes in money supply under nominal wage rigidity.
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4.1 Forward-looking setting

I now quantify the effects established analytically in the previous section using a dynamic
forward-looking version of the model. In particular, in this section I do not make the simpli-
fying assumptions needed to obtain closed-form results, and solve the model numerically.
Numerical simulations still require functional form assumptions and I therefore maintain
the assumption of Cobb-Douglas production function and Cobb-Douglas consumption ag-
gregation. Moreover, I need to specify the functional form of the productivity mapping,
where I augment the mapping of Acemoglu and Azar (2020) with an aggregate productiv-
ity term:

Assumption 10 (Productivity mapping). For every sector k “ 1, 2, ..., K the productivity
mapping AktpSktq takes the following form:

AktpSktq “ ZtepSktqB0

ź

rPSkt

Bkr, (15)

where epSktq is a term given by epSktq ” p1 ´
ř

rPSkt
ωkrq

´p1´
ř

rPSkt
ωkrq ś

rPSkt
ω´ωkr
kr , Zt

is aggregate productivity which follows an AR(1) process in logs: logZt “ ρz logZt´1`ζt,
and B0, tBkrukr are parameters.

Two points should be noted regarding the productivity mapping above. First, it delivers
an equilibrium unit cost function given by Qk “

“

ZtB0

ś

rPSkt
Bkr

‰´1
Wt

ś

rPSkt

´

Prt

Wt

¯ωkr

,
or, writing in logs, ´zt´b0`wt`

ř

rPSkt
rωkrpprt´wtq´bkrs. The latter implies a tractable

rule for whether or not it is optimal to buy inputs from a particular supplier. Namely, given
the levels of sectoral prices and the nominal wage, sector k should only buy inputs from
sector r if ωkrpprt ´ wtq ă bkr. Second, the entire path of aggregate productivity is known
to the agents, so that they are aware of Z0 and tζtu

8
t“1 at t “ 0.9

I also need to specify the functional form for the money supply process, which I assume
to follow an AR(1) process in log-differences:

Assumption 11. [Money supply] For a given initial money supply M0, the money supply
in t ě 1 takes the following form: ∆ logMt “ ρm∆ logMt´1 ` εmt , ρm P p0, 1q.

The agents are aware of M0 at t “ 0 and at the beginning of t “ 1 discover the entire
future path of monetary shocks tεmt u8

t“1, facing no uncertainty beyond that point.
My modified, finite-horizon version of Calvo (1983) pricing, combined with the simple

rule for inclusion of suppliers described above, allows to use backward induction to solve
9Note that it is trivial to extend the productivity mapping to allow for sector-specific productivity shocks,

or even productivity shocks specific to a particular buyer-supplier sectoral pair.
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my model at the sector-level. Most, specifically, I am interested in solving for equilibrium
for periods t ă T , which feature nominal rigidities and hence real variables responding
to monetary shocks. For t ě T , the problem is static from firms’ pricing perspective, and
money is neutral, which can therefore be used as a terminal condition in the backward
induction algorithm. Here I outline my method, which numerically solves for sectoral
prices, supplier choices and allocations:

Algorithm 1 (Model with sticky prices and endogenous production networks). Start from
a guess for sectoral prices, supplier choices and allocations; let X´

t ,Xt and X`
t be, re-

spectively, the full set of past, present and future prices, supplier choices and allocations at
time t for any 1 ď t ď T ´ 1. Let

␣

tP 0
ktu

K
k“1

(T´1

t“1
be sectoral prices from the initial guess.

Taking as given exogenous paths for money supply and the productivity mapping, follow
the steps below, starting from t “ T ´ 1

(i) Taking as given sectoral supplier choices, as well as past and future variables X´
t ,X`

t ,
solve for prices tPktu

K
k“1;

(ii) Given prices tPktu
K
k“1, update supplier choices according to the following rule: sec-

tor k should only buy inputs from sector r if ωkrpprt ´mtq ă bkr, where prt ” logPkt

and mt ” logMt;

(iii) Taking as given X´
t ,X`

t , tPktu
K
k“1 and tSktu

K
k“1, update Xt;

(iv) Repeat (i)-(iii) until convergence within the time period;

(v) If t ą 1, decrease t by one and go back to (i). Otherwise, compare ttP 0
ktu

K
k“1u

T´1
t“1

with ttPktu
K
k“1u

T´1
t“1 ; if they are equal, stop the algorithm; if they are not equal, set

P 0
kt “ Pkt, @k, 1 ď t ď T ´ 1, set t “ T ´ 1 and return to (i).

Figure 5 provides a graphical summary of the novel numerical algorithm. Notice that
step (i) involves solving for sectoral prices and allocations, taking the production network
as given. This allows to approximate the solution in step (i) by considering a log-linear
approximation around the deterministic steady state, holding the choice of suppliers fixed.
The supplier choices are then computed in step (ii) using those approximate solutions for
sectoral prices. This decoupling of the ”smooth” optimal pricing problem and the ”non-
smooth” supplier choice problem allows to substantially speed up the algorithm, while
preserving the non-linearity coming from the extensive margin of production network for-
mation.
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Figure 5: The numerical algorithm: a graphical representation

Notes: the figure provides a graphical representation of the numerical approach used to solve the dynamic forward-looking version of
my model with sticky prices and endogenous production networks, formally introduced in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Calibration

I calibrate my model for the United States an annual frequencies. Calibration of aggregate
parameters is standard. I set β “ 0.99 to target annualized real interest rate of 1% in steady
state. The within-sector elasticity of substitution is set at θ “ 6. The persistence parameters
of productivity and money supply growth are set at ρz “ 0.86 and ρm “ 0.80, respectively.
As for the threshold beyond which there are no nominal rigidities, I choose T “ 50, so that
after fifty years all firms can adjust their prices with certainty. Finally, I normalize Z0 “ 1.

As for sector-specific parameters, those are selected for the US Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA) Detail level of disaggregation featuring K “ 389 sectors. Sector-specific
Calvo parameters tαkuKk“1 are set as one minus the sector-specific frequency of price ad-
justment from Pasten et al. (2020). The long-run markups in my economies are given by
tp1 ` τkq θ

θ´1
uKk“1 and sectoral tax rates tτkuKk“1 are chosen to match the estimated sectoral

markups from De Loecker et al. (2020). The observed input-output shares tωkrukr are cal-
ibrated using the 2007 BEA Input-Output table, whereas input-output shares for linkages
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not observed in the data are imputed following Acemoglu and Azar (2020) by setting each
unobserved share equal to 0.95 of the cost share of labor of the buying sector divided by
the number of potential additional suppliers for that sector. Finally, B0 and tBkrukr are
estimated to ensure the steady-state equilibrium of my economy under Mt “ Zt “ 1, @t

simultaneously matches observed input-output linkages and real GDP in 2007.

4.3 Simulation results
4.3.1 Baseline economies

Variations in the baseline of my economy are driven by changes in the initial money supply
M0 and changes in the sequence tζtu

8
t“1, which pins down the path of aggregate pro-

ductivity. I consider two sets of variations in the baseline. First, I hold M0 “ 1 and
ζt “ 0, @t ě 2, and consider values of ζ1 “ t´3%,´2%,´1%, 0, 1%, 2%, 3%u. In this
way, I look at baselines with both low and high productivity paths, all of which eventu-
ally converge to the initial value of Z0 “ 1; the case of ζ1 “ 0 where aggregate pro-
ductivity remains fixed at the initial value is set as a benchmark against which the other
baselines are compared. Second, I hold ζt “ 0, @t ě 1 and consider different values
of M0. In particular, I assume that in the unmodelled past before t “ 0 money supply
starts from M´8 “ 1 and follows the process in Assumption 11, experiencing a one-time
never repeating shock εm´8, eventually converging to the value of M0. I consider values
of εm´8 “ t´6%,´4%,´2%, 0, 2%, 4%, 6%u, where the case of εm´8 “ 0 is treated as a
benchmark against which all the other baselines are compared.

Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 6 consider baselines with different aggregate productivity
paths and their associated paths of average number of suppliers and average intermediates
intensity, which measures the average share of total costs that goes to suppliers. Relative
to the fixed-productivity baseline pζ1 “ 0q, letting ζ1 “ 1% is associated with a long-lived
increase in the average number of suppliers by around 15 per sector, which translates into
an increase in average intermediates intensity by around 0.04. Similarly, setting ζ1 “ 3%,
which delivers a baseline with an even better aggregate productivity, increases the aver-
age number of suppliers per sector by around 27, or an approximately 0.06 increase in
average intermediates intensity. Importantly, the results suggest that the effect of chang-
ing the baseline productivity path is not symmetric, which is a quantitative result specific
to the parameters of the productivity mapping tBkrukr I have estimated. Specifically, a
low-productivity baseline with ζ1 “ ´1% decreases the number of suppliers only by ap-
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Figure 6: Numbers of suppliers and intermediates intensities across baselines
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(b) Average intermediates intensity
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(c) Average number of suppliers
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(d) Average intermediates intensity
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Notes: Panels (a) and (b) show the average number of suppliers and average intermediates intensities across baselines where M0 “ 1
and ζt “ 0,@t ě 2, and consider values of ζ1 “ t´3%,´2%,´1%, 1%, 2%, 3%u, relative to ζ1 “ 0; Panels (c) and (d)
show the average number of suppliers and average intermediates intensities across baselines where ζt “ 0,@t ě 1 and values of
εm´8 “ t´6%,´4%,´2%, 2%, 4%, 6%u, relative to the case where εm´8 “ 0.

proximately 2 per sector, or a small decrease of 0.002 in average intermediates intensity.
Under an even worse productivity baseline with ζ1 “ ´3%, the average number of sup-
pliers falls by around 8 per sector, equivalent to a 0.01 reduction in average intermediates
intensity.

As for results under baselines with different initial levels of money supply, those are re-
ported in Panels (c) and (d) of Figure 6. Relative the benchmark case pεm´8 “ 0,M0 “ 1q,
a looser money supply baseline under εm´8 “ 2% features an initial rise in the average
number of suppliers by around 16, or an increase in the average intermediates intensity by
around 0.045. A baseline with an even looser initial money supply pεm´8 “ 6%q is asso-
ciated with an initial increase in the average number of suppliers by around 28, equivalent
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to a 0.06 increase in average intermediates intensity. Just like with variations in baseline
aggregate productivity, the effect of variations in initial money supply is not symmetric. In
particular, a baseline with tighter money supply pεm´8 “ ´2%q has an initial drop in the
average number of suppliers by 5, or a 0.005 reduction in average intermediates intensity.
An even tighter initial money supply pεm´8 “ ´6%q features a drop of 15 in the average
number of suppliers, or a 0.012 reduction in the average intermediates intensity.

Note that the paths of the number of suppliers and intermediates intensity are generally
very persistent. In the case of baselines with different levels of aggregate productivity,
this persistence has two sources. First, there is the exogenous persistence, coming from the
autoregressive process assumed for aggregate productivity, with the AR(1) parameter ρz set
equal to 0.86. Second, there is the endogenous persistence coming from price stickiness:
since changes in the price level are staggered, so are the optimal choices of supplier sectors.
In order to separately assess the degree of endogenous persistence in production network
dynamics, Online Appendix C reports the dynamics of average number of suppliers and
intermediate intensities when productivity changes across baselines are purely transitory,
i.e. ρz “ 0. One can see that the amount of persistence in this case remains substantial,
with purely transitory shifts in productivity generating changes in network configurations
that last for years. This highlights that price stickiness simultaneously plays two roles in
my model: it generates monetary non-neutrality and it produces endogenous persistence in
optimal supplier choices at the extensive margin, despite the fact that dropping and adopting
new suppliers is costless.

4.3.2 Small monetary shocks

I now perturb each of the baselines considered in the previous subsection with the same
monetary shock, which is small in the sense that it leaves the equilibrium set of suppliers
unchanged relative to the baseline in every period. The aim is to study how variations in
the baseline affect the magnitude of monetary transmission to GDP.

Figure 7(a) shows IRFs of GDP to the same small monetary expansionary shock under
baselines with low pζ1 “ ´3%q and high pζ1 “ 3%q aggregate productivity. One can see
that under high productivity the response of GDP is persistently higher across horizons,
despite the fact that the size of the shock is the same across the two baselines. This is
because, as seen in Figure 6(a), under the high productivity baseline the average number
of suppliers is higher, which strengthens complementarities in price setting and amplifies
monetary non-neutrality. Moreover, Figure 6(a) also shows that under the high productivity
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Figure 7: Impulse responses of GDP to a small monetary expansion across baselines
(a) IRFs under expansion and recession
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(c) IRFs under tight and loose money
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Notes: Panel (a) shows IRFs of GDP to the same small monetary expansion around two baselines, with pM0 “ 1, ζ1 “ ´3%q and
pM0 “ 1, ζ1 “ 3%q; Panel (b) shows peaks of IRFs to the same small monetary expansion around two baselines, with M0 “ 1
and ζ1 “ t´3%,´2%, 0,´1%, 1%, 2%, 3%u, where that peak for ζ1 “ ´3% is normalized to one. Panel (c) shows IRFs of
GDP to the same small monetary expansion around two baselines, with pζt “ 0,@t ě 1, εm´8 “ t´6%uq and pζt “ 0,@t ě

1, εm´8 “ t6%uq; Panel (d) shows peaks of IRFs to the same small monetary expansion around two baselines, with ζt “ 0,@t ě 1
and εm´8 “ t´6%,´4%,´2%, 0, 2%, 4%, 6%u , where that peak for εm´8 “ ´6% is normalized to one.

baseline the increase in the average number of suppliers is persistent, which is what creates
persistently higher non-neutrality of money, and explains why the gap between the two
IRFs holds across horizons.

In order to further quantify such interplay between baseline productivity and mone-
tary non-neutrality, Figure 7(b) plots peaks of IRFs of GDP to the same small monetary
expansion across baselines with different aggregate productivities. For the ease of interpre-
tation, the peak under the lowest productivity baseline pζ1 “ ´3%q is normalized to one.
One can see that peak response of GDP under the highest productivity baseline is almost
one-sixth larger than under the lowest productivity baseline. However, the rate at which
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monetary non-neutrality varies with baseline productivity is highly non-linear. In partic-
ular, the change in non-neutrality between the highest productivity baseline pζ1 “ 3%q

and the benchmark case pζ1 “ 0q is almost seven times larger than the change between
the benchmark case and the lowest productivity baseline pζ1 “ ´3%q. In this sense, in
my quantitative model monetary policy becomes powerful in expansions relative to normal
times, but its effectiveness does not wane by nearly as much in recessions. The latter is
explained by the asymmetry in the relationship between the average number of suppliers
and baseline productivity, as documented in Figure 6(a).

I now repeat the above exercise for baselines that differ in their initial money supply.
Figure 7(c) shows IRFs of GDP to the same small monetary expansionary shock under
baselines with tight pεm´8 “ ´6%q and loose pεm´8 “ 6%q initial money supply. One can
see that under loose initial money supply the response of GDP is higher across horizons.
As before, this is because under the loose initial money supply baseline the average number
of suppliers is higher, which strengthens complementarities in price setting and amplifies
monetary non-neutrality. Notice that according to Figure 6(c), the change in average num-
ber of suppliers triggered by change in initial money supply is much shorter lived that that
caused by changes in baseline productivity. As a result, additional monetary non-neutrality
created by high initial money supply is shorter lived and, as can be seen in Figure 7(c),
IRFs of GDP under different baseline money supplies converge to each other faster than in
Figure 7(a).

In Figure 7(d) I plot peaks of GDP responses to the same small monetary expansion
across baselines with different initial money supply. One can see that peak response of
GDP under the baseline with most loose money supply pεm´8 “ 6%q is almost one-tenth
larger than under the baseline with tightest money supply pεm´8 “ ´6%q. As in Figure
7(b) the relationship between peak GDP and changes in the baseline is highly non-linear:
the drop in potency of monetary policy under tight initial money supply is much smaller
than the rise in potency under loose initial money. And just as before, this is explained by
the asymmetry in the relationship between the average number of suppliers and baseline
money supply, as documented in Figure 6(c).

4.3.3 Large monetary shocks

Having studied properties of small monetary shocks, I now turn to monetary shocks that
are large enough to affect equilibrium supplier choices. Recall that in the previous section
I formally established that large monetary expansions expand the set of suppliers which
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Figure 8: IRFs of GDP to large monetary shock relative to a fixed network benchmark

(a) Large monetary expansions
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Notes: Panel (a) shows peaks of IRFs to large monetary expansions around the baseline with ζt “ 0,@t ě 1 and M0 “ 1, for shock
values εm1 “ t0, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%u, where that peak for εm1 “ 0 is normalized to one; Panel (b) shows peaks of IRFs to large monetary
contractions around the baseline with ζt “ 0,@t ě 1 and M0 “ 1, for shock values εm1 “ t´8%,´6%,´4%,´2%0u, where that
peak for εm1 “ 0 is normalized to one.

leads to a larger GDP response relative to the case where networks are fixed. On the
contrary, large monetary contractions reduce the number of linkages and thus deliver a
smaller contraction in GDP relative to what would happen under exogenous networks.

In Figure 8 I report results, where I fix the baseline at M0 “ Zt “ 1, @t, and subject
my economy to one-time large monetary expansions εm1 “ t2%, 4%, 6%, 8%u and large
monetary contractions εm1 “ t´8%,´6%,´4%,´2%u. For each shock size, I normalize
GDP IRFs with the response of GDP that would occur if the same shock hit an otherwise
identical economy with fixed exogenous input-output linkages.

Panel (a) reports normalized peaks of GDP IRFs to large monetary expansions. Relative
to an economy with fixed networks, the peak response of GDP to a 2% monetary expansion
is larger by just over 1 percent, whereas for an 8% shock the response is 3 percent larger.
Consistently with my formal results in the previous section, large monetary expansions
deliver more than proportional response of GDP, despite fully time-dependent probabilities
of price adjustment.

Results for large monetary contractions are reported in Panel (b). Relative to an econ-
omy with exogenous production networks, an 8% monetary contraction delivers a drop in
GDP that is 0.3 percent smaller at the trough, with the gap shrinking down to just over 0.1
percent for a 4% contraction. Overall, the effects are consistent with formal results from
the previous section, though their quantitative relevance is much smaller than under large
monetary expansions. This is a consequence of asymmetric sensitivity of equilibrium sup-
plier changes to changes in money supply that was documented in Figures 6(c)-(d), where
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reductions in money supply do not eliminate as many linkages as what is added under
increase in money supply of the same magnitude.

5 Empirical evidence

Having established and quantified my theoretical results, I now turn to empirical assessment
of the key mechanisms. In this section I use both sectoral and firm-level input-output data
to estimate network cyclicality conditional on identified technology and monetary shocks.
I show that my novel empirical results strongly support the theoretical predictions of the
model.

5.1 Evidence using sector-level data
5.1.1 Data

In this subsection I use sector-level data on intermediates intensity in order to perform
econometric evaluation of the predictions of my model regarding business cycle fluctua-
tions in the shape of the production network. In particular, I use US data on sector-level
employee compensation and expenditure on intermediate inputs, published by the Bureau
of Economics Analysis (BEA), to construct the share of total costs going to intermediate
inputs:

δkt “
Intermediate inputs costskt

Compensation of Employeeskt ` Intermediate inputs costskt
. (16)

I construct such measure of intermediates intensity for 65 three-digit sectors of the US
economy at annual frequency between 1987-2017. In the case of a Cobb-Douglas produc-
tion function, such measure maps directly into the model-based measure of sector-specific
intermediates intensity in a particular time period, given by

ř

rPSk,t
ωkr, @k.

5.1.2 Econometric strategy

Once those measures have been constructed, I use the local projection approach of Jordà
(2005) in order to estimate horizon-specific impulse responses of sectoral intermediates
intensity to productivity and monetary shocks:

δk,t`H “ αk,H ` βHst ` γHxk,t´1 ` εk,t`H , (17)
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for H “ 0, 1, ..., H , where δk,t is intermediate intensity of sector k, st is an identified ex-
ogenous shock, xk,t´1 is a vector of control variables and αk,H represents horizon-specific
sectoral fixed effects.10 The estimated value of βH gives the horizon-specific response of
intermediate inputs intensity to an identified exogenous shock; according to my theory, in-
termediates intensity should, ceteris paribus, rise following expansionary productivity and
monetary shocks, and vice versa. The specification above allows to econometrically test
such predictions in a transparent way using horizon-by-horizon fixed-effects regressions.

A feature of my theory is that changes in productivity and monetary conditions can
affect the equilibrium set of suppliers in a non-linear fashion. For example, in the previous
section I documented how improvements in productivity and money supply affect the use
of intermediates much more strongly than deteriorations of the same magnitude. In order
to test for presence of such non-linearities in the data, I consider the following augmented
local projection specification:

δk,t`H “ αk,H `βlinear
H st `βsign

H st ˆ 1tst ą 0u `βsize
H st ˆ |st| `γHxk,t´1 ` εk,t`H , (18)

for H “ 0, 1, ..., H , where it follows that βsign
H ą 0 indicates that positively-valued shocks

make the impulse response more positive, whereas βsize
H ą 0 indicates that shocks which

are large in magnitude make the response scale up more than proportionally.
In the baseline results presented in this subsection, I use identified annual productivity

shocks from Fernald (2014) and identified annual monetary shocks from Romer and Romer
(2004) that have been extended by Wieland and Yang (2016).

5.1.3 Estimation results

Figure 9 shows estimation results using linear local projections in equation (17). Panel
(a) shows that following a positive 1% shock to aggregate productivity, the intermediates
intensity responds positively on impact, reaching peak increase of 0.004 after one year,
and then gradually declines back to zero; such positive response is consistent with my
theory. As for a monetary expansion, Panel (b) shows that a surprise one-time 100bp easing
leads to a slight decline in the intermediates intensity on impact, after which it gradually
increases, reaching a peak of 0.005 increase after four years; the response at longer horizons
is consistent with theoretical predictions of the model.

Figure 10 reports the results of estimation using non-linear local projections in (18).11

10The set of controls is specified in the descriptions to figures presenting each of the estimation results.
11Formal significance tests of the horizon-specfic non-linear effects are reported in Online Appendix D.1
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Figure 9: Linear IRFs of intermediates intensity to productivity and monetary shocks

(a) Productivity expansion (+1%)
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Notes: Panel (a) shows estimated IRFs of intermediates intensity to a productivity shock based on Fernald (2014), using specification
in (17); the set of controls includes one lead of productivity shock and one lag of intermediates intensity, productivity shock, (log) real
GDP, (log) total factor productivity, as well as a time trend. Panel (b) shows estimated IRFs of intermediates intensity to a monetary
shock based on Romer and Romer (2004), using specification in (17); the set of controls includes one lead of monetary shock and one
lag of intermediates intensity, monetary shock, (log) real GDP, federal funds rate, as well as a time trend. Dotted lines represent 95%
confidence bands.

Panel (a) shows that following a 1% productivity expansion, intermediates intensity rises
by around 0.01 at the peak, whereas a 3% productivity expansion increases intermediates
intensity by around 0.06 at the peak. Importantly, these differences imply that the responses
estimated allowing for non-linearities are not equal to linear IRFs scaled by the size of
the shock, suggesting an important role for size effects. Another important aspect is that
the responses estimated allowing for non-linearities match the magnitudes of responses
generated by the quantitative model; recall that in Figure 6(b) I reported that a baseline
generated by a one-time 3% aggregate productivity improvement also generates a rise in
average intermediates intensity of around 0.06.

Figure 10(b) considers productivity contractions. A 1% productivity contraction does
not generate a drop in intermediates intensity, whereas a 3% contraction generates a mod-
est drop in intermediates intensity of 0.02 at the trough. The latter suggest presence of
sign effects: productivity contractions do not produce drops in intermediates intensity of
the same magnitude as the rises in intensity produced by productivity expansions. Impor-
tantly, the quantitative version of my model produces size effects of the same direction and
magnitude; as can be seen in Figure 6(b), a baseline generated by a one-time 3% aggregate
productivity contraction has average intermediates intensity drop by just around 0.01 at the
trough.

In Figure 10(c) I turn to the effect of monetary expansions on intermediates intensity. A
100bp monetary easing raises intermediates intensity by around 0.01 at the peak, whereas
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Figure 10: Non-linear IRFs of intermediates intensity to shocks

(a) Productivity expansions
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Notes: Panels (a)-(b) show estimated non-linear IRFs of intermediates intensity to a productivity shock based on Fernald (2014), using
specification in (18); the set of controls includes one lead of productivity shock and one lag of intermediates intensity, productivity shock,
(log) real GDP, (log) total factor productivity, as well as a time trend. Panels (c)-(d) show estimated non-linear IRFs of intermediates
intensity to a monetary shock based on Romer and Romer (2004), using specification in (18); the set of controls includes one lead of
monetary shock and one lag of intermediates intensity, monetary shock, (log) real GDP, federal funds rate, as well as a time trend.

a 300bp easing produces a rise of close to 0.08. Once again, size effects are present. As for
monetary contractions, Panel (d) shows that a 100bp tightening produces close to no drop
in intermediates intensity, while a larger 300bp tightening delivers a drop of around 0.02 at
the trough. Just like in the case of productivity changes, sign effects are detected: monetary
contractions produce drops in intermediates intensity that are much smaller in magnitude
than the increases produced by easings of the same size. Finally, recall that in Figure 6(d) I
documented presence of similar sign effects in the quantitative version of my model as one
varies money supply.

5.1.4 Discussion: margin of adjustment

The cyclicality of intermediates intensity established in this subsection is consistent with
the predictions of my model. However, given that the cyclicality is established using sec-
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toral data, it does not say anything about the margin of adjustment. At the same time, my
theoretical model emphasizes the extensive margin of network adjustment.

Before formally testing for the extensive margin in the next subsection, I would like
to present an argument, which rationalizes why at least some of the observed variation in
intermediates intensity is likely to occur at the extensive margin. Consider a version of my
model which does not have the supplier choice at the extensive margin, but instead has vari-
ation in intermediates intensity occurring at the intensive margin only. The standard way to
obtain that would be to consider a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production func-

tion in labor and intermediates inputs: Yktpjq “ Akt

„

p1 ´ δkq
1
ηN

η´1
η

kt pjq ` δ
1
η

k Z
η´1
η

kt pjq

ȷ
η

η´1

,

where η ą 0 is the elasticity of substitution, Zktpjq is the composite intermediate input
given some exogenous set of supplier sectors. Then equilibrium intermediates intensity is
given by δkt “ δk ˆ

“

p1 ´ δkqpWt{P
k
t q1´η ` δk

‰´1
, where P k

t is the price index for the
composite intermediate input. In my setup with sticky prices, following either a monetary
expansion or an exogenous productivity improvement pWt{P

k
t q rises. Therefore, having a

procyclical intermediates intensity in this setup requires η ą 1. However, this is incon-
sistent with available micro estimates of η, which find it to be close to one from below
(Atalay, 2017). Therefore, matching the observed procyclicality of intermediates intensity
using purely the intensive margin of adjustment is likely to require a strongly counterfactual
elasticity of substitution between labor and intermediates.

5.2 Evidence using firm-level data
5.2.1 Data

A unique prediction of my model is that the adjustment in the relative reliance on interme-
diate inputs can happen at the extensive margin. In this subsection, I use firm-level data on
the number of suppliers of US publicly listed firms in order to perform econometric evalu-
ation of the extensive margin of network adjustment over the business cycle. In particular,
I use the dataset constructed by Atalay et al. (2011) based on US Compustat data, which
contains a time series for the firm-level indegree, which is the number of suppliers in the
dataset. The dataset covers a large number of US publicly listed firms.

5.2.2 Econometric strategy

Using the indegree measure, I once again follow the local projection approach of Jordà
(2005) in order to estimate horizon-specific impulse responses of a firm’s number of sup-
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Figure 11: Linear IRFs of number of suppliers to productivity and monetary shocks

(a) Productivity expansion (+1%)
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Notes: Panel (a) shows estimated IRFs of the number of suppliers to a productivity shock based on Fernald (2014), using specification
in (19); the set of controls includes four lags of the number of suppliers, one lag of productivity shock, (log) real GDP, (log) total factor
productivity, as well as a time trend. Panel (b) shows estimated IRFs of the number of suppliers to a monetary shock based on Romer and
Romer (2004), using specification in (19); the set of controls includes one lead of monetary shock, four lags of the number of suppliers,
one lag of monetary shock, (log) real GDP, federal funds rate, as well as a time trend. Dotted lines represent 95% confidence bands.

pliers to productivity and monetary shocks:

indegj,t`H “ αj,H ` βHst ` γHxj,t´1 ` εj,t`H , (19)

for H “ 0, 1, ..., H , where indegj,t is the indegree (number of suppliers) of firm j in
year t, st is an identified exogenous shock, xj,t´1 is a vector of control variables and αj,H

represents horizon-specific firm fixed effect. The estimated value of βH gives the horizon-
specific response of the number of suppliers to an identified exogenous shock; according
to my theory, the number of suppliers should, ceteris paribus, rise following expansionary
productivity and monetary shocks, and vice versa. The specification above allows to test
such predictions in a transparent model-free way using horizon-by-horizon fixed-effects
regressions.

As discussed earlier, my model predicts a non-linear relationship between changes in
productivity and monetary conditions, and the equilibrium set of suppliers. In order to test
for such non-linear adjustment at the extensive margin, I once again extend the previous
specification to include additional terms:

indegj,t`H “ αj,H`βlinear
H st`βsign

H stˆ1tst ą 0u`βsize
H stˆ|st|`γHxj,t´1`εj,t`H , (20)

for H “ 0, 1, ..., H , where it follows that βsign
H ą 0 indicates that positively-valued shocks

make the impulse response more positive, whereas βsize
H indicates that larger shocks make

the response more positive.
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Figure 12: Non-linear IRFs of number of suppliers to shocks

(a) Productivity expansions
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Notes: Panels (a)-(b) show estimated non-linear IRFs of the number of suppliers to a productivity shock based on Fernald (2014),
using specification in (20); the set of controls includes one lead of productivity shock, four lags of the number of suppliers, one lag
of productivity shock, (log) real GDP, (log) total factor productivity, as well as a time trend. Panels (c)-(d) show estimated non-linear
IRFs of the number of suppliers to a monetary shock based on Romer and Romer (2004), using specification in (20); the set of controls
includes one lead of monetary shock, four lags of the number of suppliers, one lag of monetary shock, (log) real GDP, federal funds rate,
as well as a time trend.

In the baseline results presented in this subsection, I once again use identified an-
nual productivity shocks from Fernald (2014) and identified annual monetary shocks from
Romer and Romer (2004) that have been extended by Wieland and Yang (2016).

5.2.3 Estimation results

Figure 11 shows estimation results using linear local projections in (19). As one can see,
following a positive 1% shock to aggregate productivity, the (average) number of suppli-
ers responds positively on impact, reaching peak increase of around 0.20 after one year,
and then gradually declines back to zero; such positive response is consistent with my the-
ory. As for a monetary expansion, a surprise one-time 100bp easing first leads to a slight
insignificant decline, after which in gradually increases, reaching a peak of 0.85 increase
after four years; once again, the response at longer horizons is both statistically significant
and consistent with theoretical predictions.
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Figure 12 reports the results obtained using non-linear local projections in (20).Panel
(a) shows that following a 1% productivity expansion, the (average) number of suppliers
goes up by almost 2 at the peak, whereas a 3% productivity expansion increases the num-
ber of suppliers per firm by approximately 5. At the same time, Panel (b) suggests that
productivity contractions are unable to deliver drops in the number of suppliers. The latter
suggests that sign effects, documented both in estimation using sectoral data and in the
quantitative version of my model, are similarly found in firm-level data.

Similarly, Figure 12(c) shows that following monetary easings the (average) number of
suppliers per firm rises: by around 1 following a 100bp easing, and by close to 6 after a
300bp loosening. And once again, monetary contractions are unable to generate a drop in
the number of suppliers per firm of a comparable magnitude, giving another evidence in
favor of sign effects, previously documented for monetary interventions both using estima-
tion with sectoral data, as well as using a quantitative version of my theoretical model.

5.2.4 Further results and robustness checks

In Online Appendix D, I consider an alternative approach to modeling non-linearity in my
local projections setting. In particular, I re-estimate (18) and (20), where instead of adding
interactions with a sign dummy and absolute value of the shock, I add quadratic and cubic
shocks, which similarly capture possible sign and size effects. Reassuringly, results remain
virtually unchanged, both in terms of magnitudes of effects, as well as when it comes to
sign and size effects and their statistical significance.

6 Conclusion

I develop a novel dynamic multi-sector general equilibrium model with sticky prices, where
input-output linkages are formed endogenously through firms’ optimizing decisions. I pro-
vide novel empirical evidence on the cyclical behavior of production networks and show
that the model replicates the observed variation, conditional on either productivity or mon-
etary shocks driving the cycle. In particular, in the data the reliance on intermediates rises
following productivity improvements and monetary easings. In the model, technological
improvements also increase the reliance on intermediates, as expanding the set of suppliers
lowers firms’ unit costs directly through higher productivity and indirectly through lower
prices charged by suppliers. Similarly, nominal easings also expand the production net-
work in the model, as they make prices charged by supplier firms cheaper relative to the
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cost of in-house labor.
The model delivers a novel mechanism for state-dependence in monetary transmission,

which is generated by cyclical variation in the strength of complementarities in price set-
ting. This mechanism makes the strength of monetary transmission depend on the phase

of the business cycle, past monetary stance and the size of the shock even if the probabil-
ity of price adjustment is state-independent. In particular, in periods of high productivity
and loose monetary policy, firms optimally decide to connect to more suppliers, which
strengthens pricing complementarities and amplifies monetary non-neutrality. On the con-
trary, episodes of low productivity and tight monetary policy lead to sparse networks and
weaker complementarities in price setting, which diminishes monetary non-neutrality. At
the same time, larger monetary expansions have a disproportionally larger positive effect
on GDP compared to smaller monetary expansions, as the former expand the production
network. Larger monetary contractions instead have a disproportionally smaller negative
effect on GDP, as they shrink the network. The non-linearities in the transmission of mone-
tary shocks in the theoretical model are consistent with the econometric evidence (Tenreyro
and Thwaites, 2016; Jordà et al., 2020; Alpanda et al., 2021; Ascari and Haber, 2022).
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A Detailed proofs
Proposition 1 (Equilibrium). Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Then equilibrium introduced
in Definition 1 possesses the following properties: (a) it exists; (b) equilibrium sectoral
prices and final sectoral consumptions are unique; (c) equilibrium supplier choices and
remaining sectoral allocations are generically unique.

Proof. (a) Existence;
In periods t ě 2 prices are flexible, and firms’ problem is static and collapses to that

studied by Acemoglu and Azar (2020). Hence, it suffices to show existence at t “ 1, where
prices are sticky. For convenience, let P k ”

Pk

M and Qk ”
Qk

M be ratios of sectoral prices
and unit costs to money supply.

As a first step, I am going to establish existence of equilibrium prices and supplier
choices. Subsequently, I am going to show how existence of equilibrium prices and supplier
choices implies existence of equilibrium quantities.

Rewrite equation for sectoral price aggregation, using the fact that every sectoral pro-
duction function exhibits constant returns to scale:

P 1´θ
k “ αkP

1´θ
k,0 ` p1 ´ αkq

“

Mp1 ` µkqQkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q
‰1´θ

P k “

«

αk

„

Pk,0

M

ȷ1´θ

` p1 ´ αkq
“

p1 ` µkqQkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q
‰1´θ

ff
1

1´θ

, (21)

or P k “ fkrQkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q;Ms, where f 1

k ą 0, f2
k ă 0@k, and fkp.;Mq ă

fkp.;Mq, @k : αk ą 0 for any M ą M. Define the following function:

κptP ku
K
k“1q “

“

„

f1rmin
S1

Q1pS1,A1pS1q, tP rurPS1q;Ms, ..., fKrmin
SK

QKpSK ,AKpSKq, tP rurPSK
q;Ms

ȷ1

(22)

One can show that κp.q has a fixed point, and that its fixed point corresponds to equilibrium
ratios of sectoral prices to money supply. This follows from the fact that the set L “ tP k ě

0, @k : P k “ fkrminSk
QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk

q;Msu is a complete lattice with respect
to operations

P
ľ

Q “ rminpP1, Q1q, ...,minpPK , QKqs
1

and
P
ł

Q “ rmaxpP1, Q1q, ...,maxpPK , QKqs
1 .

I now formally establish the latter point.
First, a producer in any sector k can produce using labor only, incurring a unit cost

of Qkp∅,Akp∅q,∅q, which delivers the price to money supply ratio that is given by
P

1

k ” fkrQkp∅,Akp∅q,∅q;Ms, @k, which does not depend on sectoral prices, and so
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κptP kuKk“1q ď rP
1

1, ..., P
1

Ks1 for all tP kuKk“1. Since labor is an essential input by assump-
tion, it follows that at zero prices the unit cost is positive for any choice of suppliers:
QkpSk,AkpSkq, 0|Sk|ˆ1q ą 0, @Sk, k.

Let P
2

k ” κkp0|Sk|ˆ1q “ fkrQkpSk,AkpSkq, 0|Sk|ˆ1q;Ms, @k. Since the unit cost
function is increasing in sectoral prices and f 1

k ą 0, @k, it follows that κptP kuKk“1q ě

κp0|Sk|ˆ1q “ rP
2

1, ..., P
2

Ks1 for all tP kuKk“1. Hence, O ” ˆK
k“1rP

1

k, P
2

ks is a complete lattice
and κ maps O to O.

Second, for any tP kuKk“1 and tP kuKk“1 such that P k ď P k@k we have

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q ď QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk

q, @Sk, @k

and hence

min
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q ď min

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q, @k

which further implies

fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
qs ď fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
qs, @k

and
κptP ku

K
k“1q ď κptP ku

K
k“1q.

Hence, κ is an order-preserving function which maps a complete lattice O onto itself. By
Knaster-Tarski theorem, it follows that κ has a minimal fixed point, which yields equi-
librium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply tP kuKk“1 and supplier choices tSkuKk“1.
Trivially, equilibrium sectoral prices are then recovered as Pk “ MˆP k, @k. As for equi-
librium firm-level prices within a particular sector, those are given by Pk,0 for non-adjusters
at t “ 1 and by p1 ` µkqQkpSk,AkpSkq,M, tPrurPSk

q for adjusters at t “ 1.
Having established existence of equilibrium prices and supplier choices, I now show

that their existence allows to recover equilibrium allocations. First, the cash-in-advance
constraint allows to recover aggregate final consumption Ct “ Mt{P

c
t , where P c

t “

P c
t rP1t, ..., PKts

1 is the consumption price index. Given aggregate final consumption, sec-
toral consumptions Ckt “ CktptPktu

K
k“1, Ctq are pinned down uniquely from properties of

the aggregator up.q. As for firm-level consumptions, those are pinned down as Cktpjq “
´

Pktpjq

Pkt

¯´θ

Ckt. Let zkrt ”
Zkrtpjq

Yktpjq
and nkt ”

Nktpjq

Yktpjq
be firm-level ratios of factor demand

to output; given assumed properties of the production function, those are common to all
firms within a particular sector, and independent of output. From goods market clearing
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condition:

Cktpjq `

K
ÿ

r“1

ż

j1PΦr

Zrktpj
1, jqdj1

“ Yktpjq, @k, @j P Φk (23)

Ckt `

K
ÿ

r“1

zrkt

ż

j1PΦr

ˆ

Prtpj
1q

Prt

˙´θ

Yrtdj
1

“ Ykt, @k, @j P Φk (24)

Ckt `

K
ÿ

r“1

zrkt∆rtYrt “ Ykt, @k, @j P Φk (25)

where ∆rt “
ş

jPΦk

´

Prtpjq

Prt

¯´θ

dj is price dispersion in sector r. The expression above
allows to recover sectoral outputs:

rY1t, ..., YKts
1

“ pI ´ Ω1
tq

´1
rC1t, ..., CKts

1, (26)

where Ωt is a matrix whose entries are given by rΩtskr “ zrkt∆rt. Given sectoral outputs,

firm-level outputs can be recovered as Yktpjq “

´

Pktpjq

Pkt

¯´θ

Ykt, further allowing to pin
down factor demands: Zkrtpjq “ zkrtYktpjq, Nktpjq “ nktYktpjq.

(b) Uniqueness of sectoral prices and final consumptions;

As before, uniqueness of sectoral prices under no nominal rigidities pt ě 2q is shown in
Acemoglu and Azar (2020). Here I only need to establish uniqueness of equilibrium prices
under nominal rigidities in t “ 1.

Let tP kuKk“1 be the minimal element of complete lattice L introduced in (a); suppose
tP

˚

kuKk“1 is another set of equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply; then it must
be that P

˚

k ą P k, @k. Below I show by contradiction that the latter implies tP kuKk“1 is the
unique equilibrium set of ratios of sectoral prices to money supply.

Given assumed properties of the production function, it follows that Qk is concave in
tP kuKk“1. Moreover, minimum of a collection of concave functions is also concave, so that
minSk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
q is also concave. Recall that f 1

k ą 0, f2
k ă 0, @k so that fk

is increasing and concave, and hence

κkptP ku
K
k“1q “ fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rurPSk
qs

is also concave for all k “ 1, ..., K.
Let ν P p0, 1q be such that νP

˚

k “ P k, @k with at least one r “ 1, 2, ..., K such that
P

˚

k “ P k. Then:

κrpP rq ´ P r ě κrpνP
˚

r q ´ νP
˚

r ě κrp0qp1 ´ νq ` κrpP
˚

r qν ´ νP
˚

r
loooooooomoooooooon

“0

ě p1 ´ νqκrp0q ą 0.
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The final inequality implies κrpP rq ą P r, which contradicts that tP
˚

kuKk“1 is a fixed point.
Hence, tP kuKk“1 is the unique fixed point, and equilibrium sectoral prices are unique.

Uniqueness of sectoral prices implies uniqueness of the aggregate consumption price
index, and through the cash-in-advance constraint, it follows that equilibrium aggregate fi-
nal consumption is also unique. Finally, properties of the consumption aggregator u imply
that given unique sectoral prices and aggregate consumption, sectoral consumptions are
also unique.

(c) Generic uniqueness of supplier choices and remaining quantities;

Generic uniqueness of sectoral supplier choices follows directly from the proof in Ace-
moglu and Azar (2020), since the possibility of multiplicity in equilibrium networks is
unrelated to the degree of nominal rigidities.

From (29) one can see that equilibrium sectoral outputs are function of the amount of
inputs sectors are buying from each other. Since supplier choices are generically unique, so
are sectoral outputs in equilibrium. Finally, since factor demand are pinned down, among
other things, by sectoral outputs, sectoral labor demands and desired purchases of interme-
diate inputs are also generically unique.

Lemma 1 (Baseline GDP). Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Consider any two baseline
pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě M0.
Then, CpA,M0q ě CpA,M0q.

Proof. (a) A ą A,M0 “ M0 “ M0;
Let tP

0

kuKk“1 be equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply under the baseline
pair pA,M0q. Naturally, they satisfy the following fixed point condition:

P
0

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s, @k (27)

where functions fk were introduced in (21).
Suppose the productivity mapping changes to A ą A, while baseline money supply

remains unchanged. Define tP
1

kuKk“1 such that they satisfy:

P
1

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s, @k (28)
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Since Qk is decreasing in Ak and f 1
k ą 0, it follows that:

min
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q ă min

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q, @k (29)

ñ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s ă fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s, @k

(30)

ñ P
1

k ă P
0

k, @k. (31)

As before, define κkptP kuKk“1q “ fkrminSk
QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP kuKk“1;M0s, @k. The new

equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply are the minimal fixed point of κp.q.
For τ ě 1, define P

τ

k “ κkptP
τ´1

uKk“1q. Since κp.q is increasing, it follows that:

P
1

k ă P
0

k, @k ñ κptP
1
u
K
k“1q ă κptP

0
u
K
k“1q (32)

ñ P
2

k ă P
1

k, @k ñ κptP
2
u
K
k“1q ă κptP

1
u
K
k“1q (33)

ñ P
3

k ă P
2

k, @k ñ ... ñ P
t

k ă P
t´1

k , @k (34)

ñ lim
tÑ8

P
t

k ă P
0

k, @k. (35)

Since κp.q is continuous, limtÑ8 P
t

k is a fixed point of κp.q. Further, since the new equi-
librium is a minimal fixed point, it must be that P kpA,M0q ď limtÑ8 P

t

k ă P
0

k “

P kpA,M0q, @k.
From the definition of the aggregate consumption price index it can be deduced that

P
c
pA,M0q “ P c

p
P1pA,M0q

M0

, ...,
PKpA,M0q

M0

q “

“ P c
pP 1pA,M0q, ..., PKpA,M0qq ă P c

pP 1pA,M0q, ..., PKpA,M0qq “ P
c
pA,M0q.

From the cash-in-advance constraint, CpA,M0q “ 1{P cpA,M0q, and hence CpA,M0q ą

CpA,M0q.

(b) A “ A “ A,M0 ą M0;
Similarly, let tP

0

kuKk“1 be equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply under
the baseline pair pA,M0q. Suppose M0 rises to M0 ą M0, and define tP

1

kuKk“1 such that
they satisfy:

P
1

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s, @k (36)
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Since fkr . ;M0s ă fkr . ;M0s, @k, it follows that:

fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s ă fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s, @k

(37)

ñ P
1

k ă P
0

k, @k. (38)

The rest of the proof follows from (a), where it is similarly established that P kpA,M0q ă

P kpA,M0q, @k, and hence P
c
pA,M0q ă P

c
pA,M0q and CpA,M0q ą CpA,M0q.

Lemma 2 (Baseline supplier choices). Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Consider any two
baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě

M0. Then, SkpA,M0q Ě SkpA,M0q, for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Proof. (a) A ą A,M0 “ M0 “ M0; Let S0
k “ SkpA,M0q, @k, be the original set of

supplier choices in equilibrium, which satisfy:

S0
k P argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq,M0, tPrpA,M0qurPSk
q “

“ argmin
Sk

M0QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q

“ argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q, @k.

Suppose A improves to A ą A, and define supplier choices S1 such that it is true that
S1
k P argminSk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q, @k. From Theorem 4 of Milgrom and

Shannon (1994) it follows that S1
k Ě S0

k , @k.
From the proof of Lemma 1 it is known that P kpA,M0q ă P kpA,M0q, @k, and hence

argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q Ě argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q

ñ SkpA,M0q Ě S1
k Ě SkpA,M0q, @k. (39)

(b) A “ A “ A,M0 ą M0;
Let S0 “ SpA,M0q be the original equilibrium network, which satisfies

S0
k P argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qrPSk
uq, @k. (40)

Suppose M0 changes to M0 ą M0. From the proof of Lemma 1 it is known that
P kpA,M0q ă P kpA,M0q, @k, and hence by Theorem 4 of Milgrom and Shannon (1994):

argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q Ě argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rpA,M0qurPSk
q,

ñ SkpA,M0q Ě SkpA,M0q, @k. (41)
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Lemma 3 (Comparative statics following a monetary shock). Consider a baseline pair
pA,M0q, which is perturbed by a monetary shock εm ą 0. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold,
then following the monetary shock equilibrium GDP rises (falls) relative to its baseline
level: CpA,Mq ą CpA,M0q. Further, suppose that in addition Assumption 4-5 also
hold, then following the monetary shock the set of suppliers for each sector weakly expands:
SkpA,Mq Ě SkpA,M0q, for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Proof. Proof follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2, where variation in money supply is
driven by the monetary shock, as opposed to changes in baseline money supply, which is
instead kept fixed.

Lemma 4. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 and 6-7 hold. For any baseline pair pA,M0q, let
pkpA,M0q be a first order approximation of logPkpA,Mq around logPkpA,M0q, given
Sk “ SkpA,M0q, @k. Consider any two baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q and a monetary
shock εm which is small with respect to both baselines, then:

ppA,M0q ´ ppA,M0q “ ´
“

LpA,M0q ´ LpA,M0q
‰

Em (42)

where p “ rp1, p2, ..., pKs1, Em “ rεm, εm, ..., εms1 and L is a Leontief inverse given by:

LpA,M0q “ rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qs
´1

rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qs (43)

where A “ diagpα1, ..., αKq, ΓpM0q “ diagpγ1pM0q, ..., γKpM0qq, γk “ 1
αkpgpM0qq1´θ`1´αk

and rΩpA,M0qskr “
B logQkrSk,AkpSkq,W,tPk1 uk1PSk

s
B logPr

|M“M0 , @k, r.

Proof. First, notice that under the assumptions used in this lemma, if a shock εm ą 0 is
small with respect to a baseline pair pA,M0q, then any other monetary shock εm P p0, εmq

is also small with respect to the baseline pair pA,M0q. The proof of that follows by contra-
diction. Suppose there exists εm P p0, εmq such that SkpA,M0 exppεmqq Ą SkpA,M0q for
at least one k. Then for those k it follows SkpA,M0 exppεmqq Ą SkpA,M0 exppεmqq “

SkpA,M0q where εm ą εm, which implies that for those sectors the set of suppliers shrinks
as money supply increases, which contradicts Theorem 4 of Milgrom and Shannon (1994).
Similarly, suppose there exists εm P p0, εmq such that SkpA,M0 exppεmqq Ă SkpA,M0q

for at least one k. Then for those k it follows SkpA,M0 exppεmqq Ă SkpA,M0q where
εm ą 0, which once again implies that for those sectors the set of suppliers shrinks as
money supply increases, which contradicts Theorem 4 of Milgrom and Shannon (1994).

Hence, starting from the baseline pA,M0q, the solution to my model for any monetary
shock εm P p0, εms coincides with the solution to a restricted version of my model where
the set of suppliers is kept fixed at SpA,M0q. In the rest of this proof I consider such
restricted version of my model for an unrestricted value of monetary shock, and ultimately
evaluate solution to that model under εm P p0, εms. Write sectoral price aggregation in such
restricted model:

P 1´θ
k “ αkP

1´θ
k,0 ` p1 ´ αkq rp1 ` µkqQkpSk,AkpSkq,M, tPrurPSk

s
1´θ (44)
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For a given baseline pA,M0q and model parameters, equilibrium prices are pinned down
by the value of the monetary shock εm. The model with a fixed network features no dis-
continuities and since the unit cost function is differentiable by assumption, one can write
a first order Taylor approximation around εm “ 0:

logPkpεmq “ logPkp0q`
p1 ´ αkq rp1 ` µkqQkp0qs

1´θ

αkP
1´θ
k,0 ` p1 ´ αkq rp1 ` µkqQkp0qs

1´θ
rlogQkpεmq´logQkp0qs

(45)
By assumption, Pk,0 “ p1 ` µkqgpM0qQkp0q:

logPkpεmq “ logPkp0q `
p1 ´ αkq

αkgpM0q
1´θ ` p1 ´ αkq

rlogQkpεmq ´ logQkp0qs. (46)

“ p1 ´ αkqγkpM0q
“

εm ` logQpεmq ´ logQp0q
‰

(47)

where γkpM0q ” 1
αkgpM0q1´θ`1´αk

, @k. Further,

logP kpεmq ´ logP kp0q ` εm “ p1 ´ αkqγkpM0qεm`

` p1 ´ αkqγpM0q
ÿ

rPSk

B logQkp0q

B logPr

“

logP rpε
m

q ´ logP rp0q
‰

. (48)

Letting pk ” rlogP kpεmq´ logP kp0qs and p “ rp1, p2, ..., pKs1, one can re-write the above
conveniently in matrix form:

p “ rpI ´ AqΓpM0q ´ IsEm
` pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qp (49)

p “ ´rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qs
´1

rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qsEm (50)

where A “ diagpα1, ..., αKq, ΓpM0q “ diagpγ1pM0q, ..., γKpM0qq, Em “ rεm, εm, ..., εms1

and rΩpA,M0qskr “
B logQkrSk,AkpSkq,W,tPk1 uk1PSk

s
B logPr

|M“M0 , @k, r.
Return to the original version of my model, where network formation is endogenous.

For a monetary shock εm ą 0 that is small with respect to two baselines pA,M0q, pA,M0q,
the expression in (50) holds locally around both baselines. Further, for those two baselines
pkpA,M0q´pkpA,M0q “ pkpA,M0q`εm´pkpA,Mq´εm “ pkpA,M0q´pkpA,Mq,
and so ppA,M0q ´ ppA,M0q “ ppA,M0q ´ ppA,M0q. Combining this with (50)
delivers the final result:

ppA,M0q ´ ppA,M0q “ ´
“

LpA,M0q ´ LpA,M0q
‰

Em (51)

where LpA,M0q “ rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qs
´1

rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qs.

Proposition 2. Suppose Assumptions 2-5, 7-8 hold. Consider any two baseline pairs
pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě M0. For
a monetary shock εm ą 0 that is small with respect to both baselines, it follows that
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pkpA,M0q ď pkpA,M0q for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Proof. Let D ” ΩpA,M0q ´ ΩpA,M0q, then one can rewrite the difference between the
Leontief Inverses as follows:

LpA,M0q ´ LpA,M0q “pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qLpA,M0q

´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qLpA,M0q

´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qDLpA,M0q

` pI ´ AqpΓpM0q ´ ΓpM0qq. (52)

Let Ξ ” diag
´

γ1pM0q

γ1pM0q
, ..., γKpM0q

γKpM0q

¯

, then the above can be re-written as:

LpA,M0q ´ LpA,M0q “ ´rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qs
´1

ˆ

ˆ rpI ´ AqΓpM0qDLpA,M0q ` pI ´ AqpI ´ ΞqΓpM0qpI ´ ΩpA,M0qLpA,M0qqs.
(53)

From the definition of LpA,M0q:

LpA,M0q “ rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpMqΩpA,M0qs
´1

rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qs

“ I ` rI ´ pI ´ AqΓpMqΩpA,M0qs
´1

pI ´ AqΓpM0qpΩpA,M0q ´ Iq

ñ I ´ ΩpA,M0qLpA,M0q “ rI ´ ΩpA,M0qs`

` ΩpA,M0qrI ´ pI ´ AqΓpM0qΩpA,M0qs
´1

pI ´ AqΓpM0qpI ´ ΩpA,M0qq.
(54)

Suppose we have any two baselines pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě

A,M0 “ M0 or A “ A,M0 ě M0. Under Cobb-Douglas production function entries
of the Ω matrix in the Leontief Inverse are given by shares in the production function, so
that rΩskr “ ωkr if sector k buys inputs from sector r and rΩskr “ 0 otherwise. As a result,
D “ ΩpA,M0q ´ ΩpA,M0q is a K ˆ K matrix with non-negative entries, since from
Lemma 2 the first baseline will have (weakly) more suppliers for every sector. Further,
from the properties of γk, it follows that all entries of the Ξ matrix are positive and less
than or equal to one. Finally, since labor is an essential input, it follows that sum of rows
of pI ´ ΩpA,Mqq for any baseline pair are positive and less than or equal to one.

Combining the above observations with the expressions in (53) and (54), it follows that
for any two baselines pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that either A ě A,M0 “ M0 or
A “ A,M0 ě M0, and a monetary shock εm ą 0 that is small with respect to both
baselines, it holds that:

ppA,M0q ´ ppA,M0q “ ´
“

LpA,M0q ´ LpA,M0q
‰

Em
ď 0Kˆ1. (55)
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or pkpA,M0q ď pkpA,M0q, @k in scalar form.

Theorem 1 (Cycle dependence). Suppose Assumptions 3-5, 7-9 hold. For any baseline
pair pA,M0q, let ckpA,M0q ” logCkpA,Mq ´ logCkpA,M0q, @k. Consider any two
baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that A ě A. For a monetary shock εm ą 0 which
is small with respect to both baselines it follows that ckpA,M0q ě ckpA,M0q for all
k “ 1, 2, ..., K, and cpA,M0q ě cpA,M0q.

Proof. Under Cobb-Douglas aggregation of sectoral consumption it follows that sectoral
consumption demand takes the following form:

Ck “ ωck

„

Pk

P c

ȷ´1

C “ ωck
P cC

Pk

“ ωck
M
Pk

. (56)

From the above it follows that logCk “ logωck ` logM ´ logPk and evaluating the latter
under baseline and following the shock yields:

logCkpA,Mq ´ logCkpA,M0q “ logM ´ logPkpA,Mq ´ logM0 ` logPkpA,M0q

ckpA,M0q “ εm ´ pkpA,M0q. (57)

For the two baselines pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that A ě A, and a monetary shock εm ą 0
that is small with respect to both baselines it follows:

ckpA,M0q ´ ckpA,M0q “ ´
“

pkpA,M0q ´ pkpA,M0q
‰

ě 0, @k (58)

where the last part follows from Proposition 2.
Consider deviation of aggregate consumption from baseline:

ckpA,M0q ´ ckpA,M0q “

K
ÿ

k“1

ωck

“

ckpA,M0q ´ ckpA,M0q
‰

ě 0. (59)

Theorem 2 (Path dependence). Suppose Assumptions 3-5, 7-9 hold. For any baseline
pair pA,M0q, let ckpA,M0q ” logCkpA,Mq ´ logCkpA,M0q, @k. Consider any two
baseline pairs pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that M0 ě M0. For a monetary shock εm ą 0
which is small with respect to both baselines it follows that ckpA,M0q ě ckpA,M0q for
all k “ 1, 2, ..., K, and cpA,M0q ě cpA,M0q.

Proof. Recall from the proof of Theorem 1 it is true that ckpA,M0q “ εm´pkpA,M0q, @k.
For the two baselines pA,M0q, pA,M0q such that M0 ě M0, and a monetary shock
εm ą 0 that is small with respect to both baselines it follows:

ckpA,M0q ´ ckpA,M0q “ ´
“

pkpA,M0q ´ pkpA,M0q
‰

ě 0 (60)
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where the last part follows from Proposition 2.
Consider deviation of aggregate consumption from baseline:

ckpA,M0q ´ ckpA,M0q “

K
ÿ

k“1

ωck

“

ckpA,M0q ´ ckpA,M0q
‰

ě 0. (61)

Proposition 3. Suppose Assumption 1-3 and 6 hold. For a baseline pair pA,M0q, and
the baseline equilibrium network S0, let εm ą 0 be a small monetary shock and Em ą 0
be a large monetary shock. Further, let SL be the equilibrium network following the large
monetary shock. The ratios of exact impulse responses of sectoral prices satisfy:

P̃ e
k pEm;SLq

P̃ e
k pεm;SLq

ď
P̃kpEmq

P̃kpεmq
ď

P̃ epEm;S0q

P̃ e
k pεm;S0q

, (62)

for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K, where P̃kp.q is the exact impulse response under endogenous net-
works, whereas P̃ e

k p.;Sq is the exact impulse response under the exogenous network S.

Proof. Let tP
0

kuKk“1 be equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply under the
initial level of money supply M0. As shown in the proof of Lemma 1, they satisfy:

P
0

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;M0s, @k (63)

where fk is an increasing function. Further, we know that the equilibrium network under
the initial level of money supply M0 is S0.

Suppose that following a large monetary shock Em the level of money supply rises to
ML ą M0. Define tP

1

kuKk“1 such that they satisfy:

P
1

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;ML

s, @k (64)

Let tP
1

kpS0quKk“1 be the equivalent of tP
1

kuKk“1 in an economy with an exogenous produc-
tion network, given by S0, then it follows that:

P
1

kpS0
q “ fkrQkpS0

k ,AkpS0
kq, tP

0

rurPS0
k
q;ML

s ěfkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;ML

s

“ P
1

k, @k (65)

given that the economy with endogenous networks has an extra layer of minimization.
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we can define tP

2

kuKk“1 and tP
2

kpS0quKk“1 as the outcome
of the next stage of fixed point iteration (with endogenous and exogenous network, respec-
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tively), and it follows that:

P
2

kpS0
q “ fkrQkpS0

k ,AkpS0
kq, tP

1

rpS
0
qurPS0

k
q;ML

s ěfkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
1

rurPSk
q;ML

s

“ P
2

k, @k (66)

where the inequality follows from two sources: first, P
1

kpS0q ě P
1

k, @k; second, the econ-
omy with endogenous networks has an extra layer of minimization. By induction, it then
follows that for any stage t ě 1 of the fixed point iteration:

P
t

kpS0
q “ fkrQkpS0

k ,AkpS0
kq, tP

t´1

r pS0
qurPS0

k
q;ML

s ě fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
t´1

r urPSk
q;ML

s

“ P
t

k, @k

ñ lim
tÑ8

P
t

kpS0
q ě lim

tÑ8
P

t

k, @k

ñ P kpML;S0
q ě P kpML

q, @k (67)

ñ PkpML;S0
q{ML

ě PkpML
q{ML, @k

ñ PkpML;S0
q ě PkpML

q, @k (68)

where PkpMLq is the equilibrium price index of sector k under money supply ML and
endogenous network, whereas PkpML;S0q is the equilibrium price index of sector k under
money supply ML and exogenous network S0. We can further see that:

PkpML
q ď PkpML;S0

q, @k

ñ
PkpMLq

PkpM0;S0q
ď

PkpML;S0q

PkpM0;S0q
, @k

ñ P̃kpEm
q ď P̃ e

k pEm;S0
q, @k

ñ
P̃kpEmq

P̃kpεmq
ď

P̃ e
k pEm;S0q

P̃ e
k pεm;S0q

, @k (69)

where we know that P̃kpεmq “ P̃ e
k pεm;S0q since, by definition, the small monetary shock

εm leaves the equilibrium network unchanged at S0. This establishes the first inequality in
the proposition.

In order to prove the second inequality, return to our definition of tP
0

kuKk“1, which gives
the equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply under the initial level of money
supply M0. Suppose that following a small monetary shock εm the level of money supply
rises to MS ą M0. Define tP

1

kuKk“1 such that they satisfy:

P
1

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;MS

s, @k (70)
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Recall that SL is the equilibrium network under money supply ML. Let tP
1

kpSLquKk“1 be
the equivalent of tP

1

kuKk“1 in an economy with an exogenous production network, given by
SL, then:

P
1

kpSL
q “ fkrQkpSL

k ,AkpSL
k q, tP

0

rurPSL
k

q;MS
s ě fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q;MS

s

“ P
1

k, @k (71)

given that the economy with endogenous networks has an extra layer of minimization.
As before, by induction, for any stage t ě 1 of the fixed point iteration:

P
t

kpSL
q “ fkrQkpSL

k ,AkpSL
k q, tP

t´1

r pSL
qurPSL

k
q;MS

s ě fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
t´1

r urPSk
q;MS

s

“ P
t

k, @k

ñ lim
tÑ8

P
t

kpSL
q ě lim

tÑ8
P

t

k, @k

ñ P kpMS;SL
q ě P kpMS

q, @k (72)

ñ PkpMS;SL
q{MS

ě PkpMS
q{MS, @k

ñ PkpMS;SL
q ě PkpMS

q, @k (73)

where PkpMSq is the equilibrium price index of sector k under money supply MS and
endogenous network, whereas PkpMS;SLq is the equilibrium price index of sector k under
money supply MS and exogenous network SL. Further, we know that since εm is a small
monetary shock, it does not change the equilibrium network relative to S0. Therefore,
PkpMSq “ PkpMS;S0q, @k, where PkpMS;S0q is the the equilibrium price index of
sector k under money supply MS and exogenous network S0. We can therefore see that:

PkpMS;S0
q “ PkpMS

q ď PkpMS;SL
q, @k

ñ
1

PkpMS;S0q
ě

1

PkpMS;SLq
, @k

ñ
PkpML;SLq

PkpMS;S0q
ě

PkpML;SLq

PkpMS;SLq
, @k

ñ
PkpML;SLq{PkpM0;S0q

PkpMS;S0q{PkpM0;S0q
ě

PkpML;SLq{PkpM0;SLq

PkpMS;SLq{PkpM0;SLq
, @k

ñ
P̃kpEmq

P̃kpεmq
ě

P̃ e
k pEm;SLq

P̃ e
k pεm;SLq

, @k (74)

which gives us the second inequality in the proposition.
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Combining (69) and (74):

P̃ e
k pEm;SLq

P̃ e
k pεm;SLq

ď
P̃kpEmq

P̃kpεmq
ď

P̃ epEm;S0q

P̃ e
k pεm;S0q

, (75)

for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Theorem 3 (Size dependence). Suppose Assumption 1-3 and 6 hold. For a baseline pair
pA,M0q, and the baseline equilibrium network S0, let εm ą 0 be a small monetary shock
and Em ą 0 be a large monetary shock. Further, let SL be the equilibrium network
following the large monetary shock. The ratios of exact impulse responses of GDP satisfy:

C̃epEm;S0q

C̃epεm;S0q
ď

C̃pEmq

C̃pεmq
ď

C̃epEm;SLq

C̃epεm;SLq
. (76)

where C̃p.q is the exact impulse response under endogenous networks, whereas C̃ep.;Sq is
the exact impulse response under the exogenous network S.

Proof. Recall that P kpMLq ď P kpML;S0q@k. Hence,

P cpMLq

ML
“ P c

pP 1pML
q, ..., PKpML

qq ď P c
pP 1pML;S0

q, ..., PKpML;S0
qq

“
P cpML;S0q

ML
. (77)

Combined with the cash-in-advance constraint:

CpMLq

CpML;S0q
“

P cpML;S0q

P cpMLq
ě 1

ñ CpML
q ě CpML;S0

q

ñ
CpMLq

CpMS;S0q
ě

CpML;S0q

CpMS;S0q

ñ
CpMLq{CpM0;S

0q

CpMS;S0q{CpM0;S0q
ě

CpML;S0q{CpM0;S
0q

CpMS;S0q{CpM0;S0q

ñ
C̃pEmq

C̃pεmq
ě

C̃epEm;S0q

C̃epεm;S0q
. (78)

Recall that P kpMSq “ P kpMS;S0q ď P kpMS;SLq@k. Hence,

P cpMS;S0q

MS
“ P c

pP 1pMS;S0
q, ..., PKpMS;S0

qq ď P c
pP 1pMS;SL

q, ..., PKpMS;SL
qq

“
P cpMS;SLq

MS
. (79)
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Combined with the cash-in-advance constraint:

CpMS;S0q

CpMS;SLq
“

P cpMS;SLq

P cpMS;S0q
ě 1

ñ
1

CpMS;S0q
ď

1

CpMS;SLq

ñ
CpSL,MLq

CpS0,Msq
ď

CpSL,MLq

CpSL,Msq

ñ
CpML;SLq{CpM0;S

0q

CpMS;S0q{CpM0;S0q
ď

CpML;SLq{CpM0;S
Lq

CpMS;SLq{CpM0;SLq

ñ
C̃pEmq

C̃pεmq
ď

C̃epEm;SLq

C̃epεm;SLq
. (80)

Combining (78) and (80):

C̃epEm;S0q

C̃epεm;S0q
ď

C̃pEmq

C̃pεmq
ď

C̃epEm;SLq

C̃epεm;SLq
. (81)

B Proofs of additional results

B.1 Business cycles driven by exogenous markups shocks
Lemma A1 (Baseline GDP). Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Consider two otherwise iden-
tical baselines, which differ only in the exogenous sectoral tax rates given by tτ kuKk“1

and tτ kuKk“1, respectively. Suppose that τ k ď τ k, @k, so that one of the baselines has
(weakly) larger tax rates in every sector, and hence (weakly) larger desired markups. Then,
C
`

tτ kuKk“1

˘

ě C
`

tτ kuKk“1

˘

.

Proof. Let tP
0

kuKk“1 be equilibrium ratios of sectoral prices to money supply under the
baseline sectoral tax rates tτ kuKk“1. Naturally, they satisfy the following fixed point condi-
tion:

P
0

k “

«

αk

„

Pk,0

M

ȷ1´θ

` p1 ´ αkq

„

p1 ` τ kq
θ

θ ´ 1
min
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q

ȷ1´θ
ff

1
1´θ

(82)

or

P
0

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q; τ ks, @k (83)
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where f r . ; τ ks ě f r . ; τ ks, for any τ k ě τ k, @k.
Suppose each τ k falls to τ k ď τ k, @k, and define tP

1

kuKk“1 such that they satisfy:

P
1

k “ fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q; τ ks, @k (84)

Since fkr . ; τ ks ď fkr . ; τ ks, @k, it follows that:

fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q; τ ks ď fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP
0

rurPSk
q; τ ks, @k

(85)

ñ P
1

k ď P
0

k, @k. (86)

The rest of the proof follows directly from the proof of part (a) of Lemma 1, where
from fixed point iteration it follows that P kptτ kuKk“1q ě P kptτ kuKk“1q, @k, and hence
P

c
ptτ kuKk“1q ě P

c
ptτ kuKk“1q and Cptτ kuKk“1q ě Cptτ kuKk“1q.

Lemma A2 (Baseline supplier choices). Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Consider two
otherwise identical baselines, which differ only in the exogenous sectoral tax rates given
by tτ kuKk“1 and tτ kuKk“1, respectively. Suppose that τ k ď τ k, @k, so that one of the baselines
has (weakly) larger tax rates in every sector, and hence (weakly) larger desired markups.
Then, Sk

`

tτ kuKk“1

˘

Ě Sk

`

tτ kuKk“1

˘

, for all k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Proof. Let S0 “ Sptτ kuKk“1q be the equilibrium network under the sectoral tax rates
tτ kuKk“1. Naturally, it satisfies:

S0
k P argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rptτ ku
K
k“1qurPSk

q, @k. (87)

Suppose each τ k falls to τ k ď τ k, @k. From the proof of Lemma A1 it is known that
P kptτ kuKk“1q ě P kptτ kuKk“1q, @k, and hence by Theorem 4 of Milgrom and Shannon
(1994):

argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rptτ ku
K
k“1qurPSk

q Ě argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP rptτ ku
K
k“1qurPSk

q,

ñ Skptτ ku
K
k“1q Ě Skptτ ku

K
k“1q, @k. (88)

B.2 Nominal wage rigidity
Lemma A3 (Baseline GDP). Suppose Assumptions 1-3 hold. Consider the extended ver-
sion of the model with K ` 1 sectors, where the additional sector contains a continuum
of labor unions, whose price setting is subject to a lottery with an adjustment probability
p1´αuq P p0, 1q. Further, consider any two otherwise identical baselines which differ only
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in the level of money supply given by M0 and M0, respectively, where M0 ď M0. Then,
CpM0q ě CpM0q.

Proof. The price index of the union sector is given by

Pu “
“

αuP
1´θ
u,0 ` p1 ´ αuqW 1´θ

‰
1

1´θ “
“

αuP
1´θ
u,0 ` p1 ´ αuqM1´θ

‰
1

1´θ “ PupMq (89)

where PupMq strictly rises in M, whereas PupMq

M strictly falls in M.
For any non-union sector k “ 1, 2, ..., K, define P̌k ”

Pk

Pu
to be the ratio of the sectoral

price index to the price index of the labor union sector. Let tP̌ 0
k uKk“1 be equilibrium ratios of

sectoral prices to labor union price index under the baseline money supply M0. Naturally,
they satisfy the following fixed point condition:

P̌ 0
k “

«

αk

„

Pk,0

PupM0q

ȷ1´θ

` p1 ´ αkq

„

p1 ` µkqmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌ 0
r urPSk

q

ȷ1´θ
ff

1
1´θ

(90)

or

P̌ 0
k “ fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌ 0
r urPSk

q;PupM0qs, @k (91)

where fkr . ;Pus ď fkr . ;Pus, @k for any Pu ě Pu.
Suppose the baseline level of money supply rises from M0 falls to M0 ě M0 , and

define tP
1

kuKk“1 such that they satisfy:

P̌ 1
k “ fkrmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌ 0
r urPSk

q;PupM0qs, @k (92)

Since PupM0q ě PupM0q, then fkr . ;PupM0qs ď fkr . ;PupM0qs, @k, it fol-
lows that:

fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌ 0
r urPSk

q;PupM0qs ď fkrmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌ 0
r urPSk

q;PupM0qs

(93)

ñ P̌ 1
k ď P̌ 0

k “ P̌kpM0q, @k. (94)

In the same way as in proof of part (a) of Lemma 1, from fixed point iteration it then follows
that P̌kpM0q ď P̌kpM0q, @k. From the cash-in-advance constraint:

CpM0q “

ˆ

P cpP1, ..., PKq

M0

˙´1

“

ˆ

P c

ˆ

P1

M0

, ...,
PK

M0

˙˙´1

“

ˆ

PupM0q

M0

P c
pP̌1pM0q, ..., P̌KpM0qq

˙´1

. (95)
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Since P̌kpM0q ď P̌kpM0q, @k and PupM0q

M0
ď

PupM0q

M0
, it follows that

CpM0q ě CpM0q. (96)

Lemma A4 (Baseline supplier choices). Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Consider the
extended version of the model with K ` 1 sectors, where the additional sector contains a
continuum of labor unions, whose price setting is subject to a lottery with an adjustment
probability p1 ´ αuq P p0, 1q. Further, consider any two otherwise identical baselines
which differ only in the level of money supply given by M0 and M0, respectively, where
M0 ď M0. Then, SkpM0q Ě SkpM0q, for all the non-union sectors k “ 1, 2, ..., K.

Proof. Let S0 “ SpM0q be the equilibrium network under the baseline money supply M0.
Naturally, for every non-union sector k “ 1, 2, .., K it satisfies:

S0
k P argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, PupM0q,tPrpM0qurPSk
q

“argmin
Sk

PupM0qQkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌rpM0qurPSk
q

“argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌rpM0qurPSk
q, @k.

(97)

Suppose the baseline level of money supply rises from M0 falls to M0 ě M0. From the
proof of Lemma A3 it is known that P̌kpM0q ď P̌kpM0q, @k, and hence by Theorem 4 of
Milgrom and Shannon (1994):

argmin
Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌rpM0qurPSk
q Ě argmin

Sk

QkpSk,AkpSkq, tP̌rpM0qurPSk
q, @k

(98)

ñ SkpM0q Ě SkpM0q, @k. (99)
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C Endogenous persistence of production networks

Figure 13: Production networks under baselines driven by transitory productivity
changes (ρz “ 0)
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(b) Average intermediates intensity
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Notes: Panels (a) and (b) show the average number of suppliers and average intermediates intensities across baselines where M0 “ 1
and ζt “ 0,@t ě 2, and consider values of ζ1 “ t´3%,´2%,´1%, 1%, 2%, 3%u and ρz “ 0 relative to ζ1 “ 0
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D Additional econometric exercises

D.1 Format tests for significance of non-linear effects

Figure 14 shows p-values for formal tests of significance of non-linear (sign and size)
effects present in specifications (18) and (20). Panels (a) and (b) show that for the response
of intermediates intensity to productivity and monetary shocks, both sign and size effects
are highly significant at the horizons exhibiting largest responses of intermediates intensity.
Panels (c) and (d) show that the patterns are similar for the responses of average number of
suppliers.

D.2 Alternative non-linear estimation using sectoral data

Here I consider an alternative approach to modeling non-linearity in my local projections
setting. In particular, I re-estimate (18), where instead of adding interactions with a sign
dummy and absolute value of the shock, I add quadratic and cubic shocks, which similarly
capture possible sign and size effects:

δk,t`H “ αk,H ` βlin
H st ` βsign

H s2t ` βsize
H s3t ` γHxk,t´1 ` εk,t`H , (100)

for H “ 0, 1, ..., H , where it follows that βsign
H ą 0 indicates that positively-valued shocks

make the impulse response more positive, whereas βsize
H indicates that larger shocks make

the response more positive. Figure 15 reports estimation results using this alternative spec-
ification. Reassuringly, results remain virtually unchanged relative to the non-linear speci-
fication in (18), both in terms of magnitudes of effects, as well as in when it comes to sign
and size effects and their statistical significance.

D.3 Alternative non-linear estimation using firm-level data

Here I once again consider the alternative approach to modeling non-linearity in my local
projections setting, this time applied to the firm-level data on the number of suppliers.

indegj,t`H “ αj,H ` βlinear
H st ` βsign

H s2t ` βsize
H s3t ` γHxj,t´1 ` εj,t`H , (101)

for H “ 0, 1, ..., H . Figure 16 reports the estimation results. One can see that results rel-
ative to the specification (20), results remain virtually unchanged, both in terms of magni-
tudes of effects, as well as in when it comes to sign effects and their statistical significance.
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Figure 14: P-values for tests of significance of non-linear effects

(a) Intermed. intensity (productivity shock)
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Notes: Panels (a)-(b) show p-values for the test that the horizon-specific coefficients on non-linear sign and size effects from specification
(18) (βsign

H , βsize
H ) are significantly different from zero, for Fernald (2014) productivity and Romer and Romer (2004) monetary shocks,

respectively. Panels (c)-(d) show p-values for the test that the horizon-specific coefficients on non-linear sign and size effects from
specification (20)(βsign

H , βsize
H ) are significantly different from zero, for Fernald (2014) productivity and Romer and Romer (2004)

monetary shocks, respectively.
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Figure 15: Non-linear IRFs of intermediates intensity to shocks

(a) Productivity expansions
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(b) Productivity contractions
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(c) Monetary expansions
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(e) p-values for non-linearities (productivity)
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Notes: Panels (a)-(b) show estimated non-linear IRFs of intermediates intensity to a productivity shock based on Fernald (2014), using
specification in (100); the set of controls includes one lead of productivity shock and one lag of intermediates intensity, productivity shock,
(log) real GDP, (log) total factor productivity, as well as a time trend. Panels (c)-(d) show estimated non-linear IRFs of intermediates
intensity to a monetary shock based on Romer and Romer (2004), using specification in (100); the set of controls includes one lead
of monetary shock and one lag of intermediates intensity, monetary shock, (log) real GDP, federal funds rate, as well as a time trend.
Panels (e) and (f) shock p-values for the test that non-linear terms are zero.
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Figure 16: Non-linear IRFs of number of suppliers to shocks

(a) Productivity expansions
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Notes: Panels (a)-(b) show estimated non-linear IRFs of the number of suppliers to a productivity shock based on Fernald (2014),
using specification in (101); the set of controls includes one lead of productivity shock, four lags of the number of suppliers, one lag
of productivity shock, (log) real GDP, (log) total factor productivity, as well as a time trend. Panels (c)-(d) show estimated non-linear
IRFs of the number of suppliers to a monetary shock based on Romer and Romer (2004), using specification in (101); the set of controls
includes one lead of monetary shock, four lags of the number of suppliers, one lag of monetary shock, (log) real GDP, federal funds rate,
as well as a time trend. Panels (e) and (f) shock p-values for the test that non-linear terms are zero.
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